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psoll4,989 Inches Gain!To date, in 1927. The Tribune-Democrat has carried 4,9S9
inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.
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THERE'S A MERRY CHRISTMAS FOR EVERY ONE ON YOUR LIST SOME WHERE IN THIS STORE. We have plannedlong and deeply before the holiday season began to provide for your selection gifts that charm, of the latest design and bestmaterial and workmanship—yet maintaining prices at the lowest they have ever been for such quality merchandise.
The service here is ever honest and conscience, striving to make our store the perfect shopping place. We will serve you faith-fully as your gift counsellor.
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There's no finer gift for the
family than a CROSLEY
BANDBOX 'radio. We are
making a special ,price of the
Crosley Bandbox installed
complete in your home with
all accessori's aerials, leads,
etc., ready f
iial and get
entertain men
"You're T
Crosley"
r you to turn the
the world's best
, for only $100.
ere With the
the raido that
stands supreme on two scores
—ferformance and price. De-
pend on us for Radio service
and parts.
GIFTS
For the Desk
Everyone loves to have nice
stationery, for by it do your
correspondents judge you. We
have an unusually complete
selection of Christmas station-
ery from which a gift will be
appreciated by anyone on your
list.
Please remember, too, that
we have a wonderful selection
of Christmas greeting cards,
cards for your vift boxes, and
paper, twine and other essen-
tials for preparing your gift
packages.
Perfumes that Please
Every woman loves fine per-
fumes. Why not please her
with her favorite odeur from
our complete selectiosn. Quality
is high and reasonbile prices
make two good reasons why
you should shop for it here.
Might•nt she, too, appreciate a
new atomiser?
MOO •
•
This Christmas
Make Your Gift
an Outstanding One!
yOUR desire to present a Christmas giftijn-usual to thos ueyo love, can now be fulfill-
ed. See our selections—note the moderate 1r:i-
ces—the excellent qualities and remember that
gifts from this store carry a preferred reputa-
tion.
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for "HER"
—Bar Pin
—Birthstone Ring
—Bonbon Dish
—Bracelet
—Brooch
—Carving Set
—Chain Pendant
--Charms
—China
—Costume Mesh Bag
—Diamond Ring
—Earrings
—Lingerie Clasps
—Mesh Bag
—Necklace
—Pearls
—Rings
—Vanity Case
—Wrist Watch
-Manicure Set
for "HIM"
—Belt Chain
—Bill Fold
—Birthstone Ring
—Cigarette Citse
—Collar Buttons
—Cuff Links
—Diamond Ring
—Emblem Charm
—Emblem Ring
—Parker Fountain Pen
—Humidor
—Membership Card Case
—Pen and Pencil Set
—Pocket Knife
—Elgin Watch
—Scarf Pin
—Watch Chain
—Strap Watt h
—Automatic Cigar Lighter
—Belt and Buckle
Strow Drug Co.
"The Store of Personal Service"
BENTON, KENTUCKY
AUTHORIZED CROSLEY RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
Sweet Thoughtfulness
The Box of
WHITMAN'S
CHOCOLATES
Our display of this nationally
known and appreciated candy
speaks for itself. Here arc
lovely packages of delicious
candy that you will be proud
to give and she will be prond
to receive. In candy .there's
just one best—that's . WHIT-
MAN'S—and she'll be sorely
disappointed if you fail to re-
member her.
Smokes for the Men
Practically every man on
your gift list smokes. He'll like
nothing better than a box of
his favorite cigars, in Holi-
day wrapings, or a carton of
his preferred Cigarettes. If he
is a pipe smoker, give him a
humidor of his favorite brand
and a new pipe. All our stooks
are fresh—he'll appreciate that
too.
A Parker Pen
For man or woman, "Him"
or "Her"—thrill their hearts
with a Parker inofpld Foun-
tain Pen. Non-breakable bar-
rels, 25-year guaranteed gold
pen point, over-size ink capac-
ity—Give the entire desk set
and you'll do more to make the
recipient happy than a week
of worry on a long list of
Christmas list.
Here, too, are many happy
selections in gold and silver
pencils.
•handle tnui
In communitiel
ever, you need cot... only L. the
fast-gelling low-priced model.
Practically no capital noodled
to Start Swansea
A contract how been worked out to
enable dealers to get started represent-
ing this new car with hardly any in-
vestment.
A sliding scale of corrunission increases
from the base figure if the dealer main-
tains a demonstrator, handles trade-ins,
and maintains • service station.
It is not necessary to do any one of
these things at the start, but they may
be added one by one as time elapses and
profits will thereby be increaa.
No such favorable franchise has
ever before been offered by
any manufacturer
If you believe that you have the abil-
ity to sell in your community an auto-
mobile that is destined to be the sensa-
tion of 1928—a closed car that will offer
for $795 a beautiful exterior, lacquered
in the latest fashionable shades, an inte-
rior luxuriously upholstered, arm rests,
ash receiver, gasoline gauge on the
dash, coincidental lock to steering and
ignition, steering wheel control of twin-
beam headlights, rear vision mirror,
automatic windshield cleaner, and sim-
ilar refinements—proved power to main-
tain high speed indefinitely—quality
construction thronghout— if you are
able to sell such a car in your community,
mend in the attached coupon at once.
Room 2615, 310 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
Send further particulars on the fran-
chise for the new $795 six-cylinder car
you are advertising.
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riedly fin-
1 ceedt'd to
rnd Inform
that if he
.me for the
ildn't want
ad Insisted,
he wall, Or
the house,
paced the
old dress of
it little bonnet
s. The Union
to cull for her
to their annual
was very happy
the clock sound-
eight, tears flood-
.h women—one be-
a forgotten and the
er spouse wouldn't
'n had opened the
r apartments and
badJpoU the porch. A
heatl.,ad begun to cover
eanetto knew Edwin
hated trami, .. through a snowstorm.
while she, herself, loved it. Mrs.
Whitley concluded that -the" young
folks of Union church had decided she
Shouldn't venture out In a snowstorm.
Neither woman noticed the other until
a low sob escaped the lips of the
eider one.
It was but a few moments until the
two women had sobbed out their own
selfish griefs and had decided to have
a Christmas party all their Own. Ed.
win Kirby joined most heartily In
their plans and made numerous trips
to the basement for canned fruit and
potatoes, and to the attic where he
found the folded patent Christmas
tree, some candles, some red bells and
roping, alai a huge sack of dry pop-
corn.
What a party". The Kirhys forgot
their differences in makng deur Mrs.
Whitley happy and, in turn, Mrs.
Whitley loved the company of youpg
folks. "Never since pa died, have I
had such a wonderful Chrktnitis
party," declarOd Mrs. Whitley, when
she bade the happy child-like couple
good morning; at her door a number
some good must come out of ev-
misunderstanding," thought both
mien as they closed their eyes In
p at the end of such a happy
istmas eve.—L. R. Lyons.
1927. Westin.% Newspaper Union.)
eventeen carloads of lime-
e, a trainload, were delivered
3 farmers in Webster county
last week. The Dixon Journal
sayls it was the first "limestone
tra n" ever run in Kentucky.
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No Oratory Necessary
You can leave off the ear muffs with perfect safety when
you come in to look at a Pathfinder Tire. We don't have to
"talk 'em up."
Pathfinders will speak for themselves—on looks. They're
made and guaranteed by Goodyear—whcih assures quality.
And they're priced so low you'll have a hard time persuad-
ing yourself to leave without one.
So—come prepared to buy. Whe have your size, Clincher
Straight Side. or Balloon.
BENTON FILLING STATION
Benton, Ky.
J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS
Calvert City, Ky.
1 LL -r7OU cannot1 with us!" the shepherds
J"You.iirhe youngest. . „therefore y. must ay
Here,oti the hill and watch the flocks inst d."
And thus they left hiuf there and w nt their w y.
He shivered in the cold /4id stamped feet,
Vrapping his by cloalc of sic s around
e thought:—"The 're in the strciet
Of Bth1eh,Øi and maybe they ye found
What they are looking for. They 'd a KING.
go and wat seiI k_ecious
Sheep must be Iiiiched rrAL
But soon the strangest thihg .
Happened around him. Bells/began to
Shaking a golden music on the air
A radiance spread across the wintry hill;
And Yokes sang like birds ... an
Was music. So the lonely lad stood s
Shading his eyes against the d
His heart beat wildly, "PEACE ON ARTH
The heavenly choir sang. A trcfnbling frigl
Ran through his veins. He could not breathe . (And then,
There came a present to this shepherd boy,
A Christmas gift from God ... a swift, white thing
Fell at his feet .. . he picked it up with joy—
The glittering feather from an angel's win
The others laughed at him when they retunie-?1,
Saying he was young tc understand '
The miracle of Jesus, yet there burned
The feather like a light wi ii:\iiis
•
Children in France look for the com-
ing of Pere Noel with the Same pleas-
ure and impaiaence as ours do-fur the
earning of Santa Claus.—Farm and
Ranch.
111
TO THE HUNDREDS WH 0 ACCtPTED ONR IN-
IVITATION TO SEE THE NEW FORD CAR AT OUR
111 
gibSHOW 
ROOMS SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY.
n,You have see as Mr. Henry Ford stated, a car that is as far ahead of the 
demands
of today as the model T was as far ahead of its time in 1908.
We thank you for the opportunity of showing you this wonderful triumph of a
utomo-
bile engeering at still the lowest price in the world of automobile transportation.
Though not one car has been delivered the success of the now Ford is assured
. We
thank you again for your kind manifestation of interest and the praise you have 
bestowed.
The Christmas Tree
According to a Germanic legend, all
trees blossomed on Christmas Eve. To
make fact agree with legend, small
cherry twigs were properly cultivated
at home so as to bloom about Christ-
mas time
Sister,
friend
of
book.
quickly
Autos
Velocipedes
Wagons
Scooters
Sidewalk
Wheel
Tot
Hand
Roller
Flashlights
Aluminum
White
Plated
Gifts for Every ,
Member of the
, 
Family
.
Practical, useful, worth-while gifts for Mother, Dad,
Brother—every member of the family and every
will be found in this store. We have a complete stock
gifts for all, priced within the means of every pocket-
Bring your Christmas list to Hank Bros., and see how
and economically you can solve your gift problems.
Pyrex .
Turkey Roasters
Carving Sets
Scissors in sets
Cycles C
ake Boxes
Guns and Rifles
Barrows Hunting Coats 
...
Bikse f. Pocket Knives
Cars Tool ('heste
Skates Razors and Strops
Scout Axerr
Ware Scout Lanterns
Enamel Ware Ice Skates
copper ware Air Rifles •
PADUceAH,
COMM-UNITY—SILVER (Guaranteed)
Knives and Forks Child Sets
Tea and Table Spoons Butter Spoons
Ice Tea Spoons Sugar Shells
-
"Get Our Prices Before You Buy
",
/
I i
int/0
212 Broadway
KENTUCKY
Appreciatilon
For the car owner, man or woman, you couldn't select a 
more pleasing gift than ac-
ee.sory to make driving more comfortable and safer.
We suggest the following,
pogo .0
reasonably prh'ed and sure of appreciation:-
STEP PLATES MOTOR METERS AND CAI'S 
HEATERS
TIRE CHAINS FIRESTONE TIRES WIN
DSHIELD WIPER
BUMPERS AND BUMPERETTES 
SPARE TIRE AND TUBE
TROUBLE LAMP, HORN, SPOTLIGHT, 
TIRE GAUGE
Draffen Motor Company
"AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS"
11111 BENTON, KY. CALVERT 
CITY, KY.
(OMETfl1I I wonder
as folks observe it now
The give an' take o' presto
it seems, somehow —
An' I can't help doubtin',
It ain't let me to say,
If He whose birth it r
o' the modern way.
Of course it's nice an'
• misdatoe,
'With bundles tied in rib
flyire so;
But what sets me a-think
disAitful fear,
Is whether exchangin'
selfish cheer.
There ws'n't no thought
with strings to them,
When Christ was sent to
Bethlehem.
The comfort still's in folle
from above:
The Spirit 0' that first
an' simple love.
Thirty farmers wi dem-
onstrations in whic 400 sheep
were dipped in Bath unty.
Links  
Dressing Go
Evening Cloth
Fancy Wool
Carters
Coif Hoge
Colt Suits
Handkerchiefs
Hatm.
Knickers  
Mufflers
Neckwear  
Overcoats
Pajamas
Raincostm .„ 
Shirts
Silk Hoge  
Suspenders
Sweaters  
Tuxedo Jewel
l'utbrellas
Walking Stic
Waistcoat
2.90 In
50c to
15.00 to
35.00 to
50c to
50c to
1.50 to
1.00 to
35.00 to
25c to
4.00 to'
400 to
50c to
Mk. to
5.00 to
2.50 to
1.50 to
1.00 'to
3.50 to
"What are inen's fashions.
to nest'!"
'Lord knows! What do yoli
of a ply that wears red kniek
"Well, who in the world does
"Santa Claus."
Several Santas
There are several Santos, it
Kt•is Kringle.and St. NIFY or N
The original St. Nick was a
wno is said to have lived to t:,
in the historic Council of Nie.
Is disputed by historians, hut
thinly lived prior to the t.
Justinian. In whose time
rhorchos in roustantInople we
rated to St. Nicholas.—Csrpper •
ly
is more complete than cv(
few suggestions:-
SCHAFFNER 8: !WAR
AND OVERCOATS
Practical, useful, worth-while gifts
Sister, Brother-every member of the
friend will be found in this store. We hay
of gifts for all, priced within the means
book. Bring your Chriegmas list to Hank
quickly and economically you can solve
Autos
Velocipedes
Wagons
Scooters
Sidewalk Cycles
Wheel Barrows
Tot Bikse
Hand Cars
Flashlights
.‘luminum Ware
White Enamel Ware
Plated copper ware
Pyrex
Turkey
Carving
Scissors
Cake Box
Guns and
Hunting
Pocket K
Tool Ches
Razors a
Scout Ax
Scout Lan
Ice .Skates
Air Rifles
COMMUNITY SILVER (G
boiN es and Forks
Tea and Table Spoons
Ice Tea Spoons
'NDREDs WH o ACCEPTED ONR IN-
TV SEE THE NEW FORD CAR AT OUR
Ms SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY.
r. Henri Ford stated, a car that is as far ahead of the drawn
nas as far ahead of its time in 1908.
he .01aportunity of showing you this wonderful triumph of aut
e lowest price in the world of automobile transportation.
ha., been delivered the- success of the now Ford is assured.
r kind manifestation of interest and the praise you have bestow
mart or %imam you c'tuldn't. select
g more comfortable and safer.
Bowing. reanichly *Led and sure of
MOTOR METERS AND CAPS
FIRESTONE TIRES
'ERETTES
HO,RN, SPOTLIGHT,
Mother, Dad,
fly and every
complete stock
every pocket-
s., and see how
gift problems.
BEATE
WINDSHIELD WIPER
SPARE TIRE AND Tt
TIRE GA
n Motor Company  
THORIZED FORD DEALERS
• CALVERT CITY,
QOMETIMES I wonder about Chtistmas,
u folks observe it now-
The give an' take o' presents, like swappin',
it seems, somehow -
An' I can't help doubtin', a little, though
it ain't let me to say,
If He whose birth it remembers approves
o' the modern way.
Of course it's nice an' pretty, all holly an'
mistletoe.
With bundles tied in ribbons an greetings
flyin' so;
But whit sets me a-thinkin', in $ sort o'
dot.tful fear,
Is whether exchangin' presents is more'n a
selfish cheer.
There wa'n't no thought o' barter, or gifts
with strings to them,
When Christ was sent to us, back there in
Bethlehem.
The comfort still's in follerin' the example
from above:
The spirit o' that first Christmas was pure
en' simple love.
Thirty farmers witnessed dem-
ontitrations in which 400 sheep
were dipped in Bath county.
"What are men's fashions coming
to next?"
"Lord knows! What do you think
of a guy that wears red knickers?"
Well, who In the world does tharr
"Santa Claus."
Several Santas
There are several Santos, including
Kris Kringle and St. Nirk or Nicholas.
The original St. Nick was a bishop
who is said to have lived to take part
in the historic Council of 4 Ice. This
Is disputed by historians, but he cer-
tainly lived prior to the reign of
Justinian, in whose time several
churches In Constantinople were dedi-
cated to St. Nicholits.-Capper's Weak-
ly.
Bathrobes $6.50 to $15.00
Belts  •3.50
Buckles   1.00 to 5.00
Caps 3.50
Cuff Links  50c to 5.00
Dressing Gowns 15.00 to 35.00
Evening Clothes  35.00 to 50.00
Fancy Wool Hose  50c to 2.50
Garters  50c to 1.00
Gloves  1.50 to 8.00
Golf Hose  1.00 to 3.50
Golf Suits 35.00 to 50.00
Handkerchiefs   25c to 2.50
Hats'  4.00 to 10.00
Knickers  400 to 8.00
Mufflers  2.00 to 7.50
Ned-wear  1.00 to 5.00
Overcoats  20.00 to 55.00
Pajamas  1.50 to 10.00
Raincoats  5.00 to 15.00
Shirts  1.50 to 10.00
Sila Hose  50c to 3.50
Suspenders   50c to 3.00
Sweaters  5.00 to 15.00
Tuxedo Jewelry  2.50 to 10.00
Umbrellas  1.50 to 7.50
Walking Stick   1.00 to 3.50
Waistcoat  3.50 to 10.00
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX SUITS
AND OVERCOATS
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, KY.
cm Paper bollP
innti green paper billih-
Wiliness of sunlight
Zinti hush orthhite bills-
usiIe anb burro
o left :tab to elaht-
Rise tarn anb Shtpherb labIl
raping all night -
0ifts of electric trains,
Eking bresseb in fur -
Warm breath of ox nab ASS,
Jimmie anti mprrh -
Crombeb shops, eruthing stre•ts.
last be men seek?
hete'S a Cbab. bultrbing.
alith tear, on ibis Ord.
'I he Owensboro Messenger re-
ports bringing in of what is be-
lieved the best well in the wes-
tern Kentucky oil field. The well
was drilled to a depth of 1,050
feet. It is located on the Daviess-
Ohio county line near Maxwell.
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EN summer lanes were deep in flowers,
And overhead was gay,
Who thought of snow, and ye, and bells--•
A really Christmas day?
siBt summers corn*, and summers go.
,t 
4 The Swims' tables turn,
nd toy and feasting take their3ipute
Wh Christmas "" I
Sep in the embers, v.;cre-tiur lo 
Laysmoking 'newt, the crone,
A thousand little twinkles catch
A rhythmic, Yule refrain.
The day of glad good will has come-
...--,Most festive of the year; 'II •
The,..clay among ten t
-Our Ccient,es De
Sheriff, Marshall County
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They'll Know It's a Better Gift if
It Bears Our Mark
The name on the box! That's what they'll look for soon after the first thrill of
receiving your gift. And they'll know its a better gift, carefully and tastefully chos-
en, if it bears the mark of "Nagel & Myer". For that marks is recognized by every-
one in this section as a pledge of utmost va lue,supported by unquestioned reputation.
We have searched the far corners of the earth for lovely, lasting gifts this year
and to appreciate the bea4ty and quality of our stocks you must see them. We are
constantly on the look out for appropriate and distinctive wares and have accumu-
lated a most comprehensive. stock, suitable for every purpose.
Permit Us To Be Your Gift Counselor
Give "Her" that Long-Desired 'Diamond
Every woman longs for the thrill of a lovely dia-
mond and no woman ever had too many. 1 Why not
make Mother, Wife, Sweetheart, or Sister supreme-
ly happy this Yuletide with a Nagel & Myer dia-
mond? She'll know and her friends will know that
it is of the highest grade and that is one of the most
important factors in diamond ownership..
See our immense selection of beautiful stones and
lovely settings of the latest designs.
Chains
Cigarette Casee
Fountain Pens
Bill Folds
Military Brush
Scarf Pins
Sleeve Links
Smoker's Sets
Tea Sets
Candlesticks
Bar Pins
Bracelets
Diamonds
Desk Sets
Purses
Fountain Pens
Pencils
Vanities
Compacts
Wrist Watches
Toilet Sets
Umbrellas
iks, Here's Opportunity Knocking Right On
3ut Here it Is: A Chance to Put Money in Your Christm
Pre-inventory Sale of
LADIES MISSES CHILDREN'S
Rather than invoice our Ladies coati,.
Dresses and Hats on our Balcony Ready
to-Wear Department, we have decided te
give you the low prices usually offered
only in January and February—RIGHt
NOW BEFORE CHRISTMAS so buy that
Coat, Dress or Hat right now AND TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE UNUSUAL SAV-
INGS, see these offerings and he convinc:
ed of the fact that this is a real Ready-
to-Wear sale.
LADIES FINE HATS
All Go At Sale Prices
Every Ladies, Misses and Child's Hat in
our big, complete stock has been reduc•
ed in price, we have made three big
groups which include every felt, velvet
and silk hat in our stock,.. these groups
are priced at
priced stock of ladies silk
underwear, toadies, bloom-
ers, vests, step-ins; Select
some of these for gifts at
once as our supply will soon
C1111 ST1111
Gatlin-f rgerson Co., is Really a
Right now, as the Christ as tide approaches, we believe that we are in a position to offer you
as well as staple Dry Goods and Furniture, Hardware, Kitchenware, Groceries and clothing.
plete in every detail—Offering hundreds of appropriate suggestions for Men, Women, Boys
ventory Sale of Men's and Women's clothing—also Boy's and Children's, and have reduced t
you can save a lot here buying the things you need and have to get, so it leaves you plenty of
mas.gifts you want; bring your Christmas list here and let us help you fill it out; Shop in o
ting ready for Christmas AND SAVE MONEY WHILE You are doing it.
All sorts of Gifts; Little Inexpensive Rememberances—Modest Gifts —Han
dsome
name on your list cAn be bought here for a very few
Fancy Bath Towels, fancy borders 
Bath towel, 2 wash cloths in gift box
Linen Table Runners, very fine 
Linen Vanity sets  PAO
Fine Silk Rayon Bed spreads  $5 & $6
Fancy Powder Puffs  5c-10c-25c-50c
Fancy Silk Garters  25c & 35c
Garter and Shoe Tree Sets 
Garter and Handkerchief Sets 
Gift Handkerchief 
WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF DECORATIONS FOR
YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE; CHRISTMAS GREETING CARDS
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS CORRESPONDENCE AND RIBBONS,
CORDS, WRAPPINGS AND SEALS FOR YOUR GIFT PACK-
AGES.
-t; Folks and Old Folks; Paren
to our wonderful Toyl
re Old Santa has already left a
to*—all kinds of Dolls, Doll Doggie
tore, Games, Balls, Mechanical Train
gotta—in fact everything that boys a
mug 'ime, so bring the children here
Hui display—while you ma
,fiels are very moderate and you ct
You Don't Have to Go Away to Shop—Buy These Values at
Good Sim
Finest Quality Set, in
lined gift case
200 Pairs of our Famous $2.00
"Art-Knit" in light and dark
colors that we are
pricing specially
low for gift buy-
ing, a pair—
Many other fine
silk hose in serv-
ice or Chiffon
weights, all want-
ed colors, fancy,
pointed and step
heels.
I 
IA Ai#SAIN S11. ( I 11
Be 
.
Roller artilL
double d i s ,•
wheels. Size l:") x
4 1 2 N 3-4, ipch.; Rub-
ber Tires, rceular
price $7.00. Special Ior
Holidays
• 
;.1.!#•
Nothing could be more
appropriate than pair
of these attractive kid
gloves; plain or fancy
embroidered cuffs and
backs; all sizes. Priced
Pretty Boxes
Beautiful Leather
Purses for Gifts
Any Wottina or Miss would appreciate
ene for Christmas. Our stock inculdes
all the novelty leathers and effects, pouch
and envelope styles, priced
Ceda
Ches
An ideal gi
chests of
Red Cedar.
REASONABL7
XMA,
$12.50; $14.50
DO ALL YOUR SHOPPING - AND IN PERFECT COMFOR
ny unusual values in Christ
ur stock of Christmas mere
d Girls; and too we are put
prices of our great stock of
oney with which to purchasv
big, well heated, comfortable
stock. of wonderful
ea Sets, Doll Furni-
ntos. Scooters. WH-
let thl enjoy the
our sellections. —
TOO. AT
allin-fergerso
ight now, as the Christmas tide approaches
s yell as staple Dry Goods and, Furniture,
lets,' in every detail—Offering hundreds of
-en.t kiry Sale of, Men's and Women's clothin
on. c:itl save a lot here buying the things yo
ft.-: you want: bring your Christmas
!.(:lkiy for Christmas AND. SAVE MO
: Lit tic lnev. pensive Rememberances—Modest Gift
..driet‘ cr,:m •t‘ hich to choose. We are making a special displ
mime on our list c tri be bought here for a Very
zj Bath Towels, fancy borders 
 50c
Iowa..? wash cloths in gift box $1.50
n Tablv Runners, rery fine 
 $1.50
n Vanity sets 
 $1.00
Silk Rayon Bed spreads 
 $5 & $6
y Powder Puffs 
 5c-10c-25c-50c
y Silk Garters 
er and Shoe Tree Sets 
er and Handkerchief Sets 
A‘ E A t M1PLETE •STOCK OF DECORATIONS FOR
11N1STMAS TREE; CHRISTMAS GREETING CARDS
itl R cHRISTMAS CORRESPONDENCE AND RIBBONS.
',. WI( \I'PINt;S AND SEALS FOR YOUR GIFT. PACK-
Cfores
tuld be more
i te 'than pair
r artractiNe kid
am n or fancy
d cuffs and
sizes. Priced
Decorated China
Sandwich
Plates
Beautiful Leather
Purses for Gifts
An Womna or Miss would apprecia
env for Christmas. Our stock inculd
all the novelty leathers and effects, pou
and envelope styles. priced
DO L YOUR SHOPPING — AND IN PERFECT COMFORT. TOO. AT
rshall County's Biggest, Best Equipped Store
king Ri ht On Your Own Door—You Didn't Expect
y in Your hristmas Pocketbook if You uy Goods Now at
S IVIAS STORE
Co., is Really a Real Xmas Store
e believe that we are in a position to offer you many unusual values in Christmas Gift Goods,
rdware, Kitchenware, Groceries and clothing. Our stock of Christmas merchandise is corn-ppropriate suggestions for Men, Women, Boys and Girls; and too we are putting on a Pre-In-
also Boy's and Children's, and have reduced the prices of our great stock of Shoes, so you see
need and have to get, so it leaves you plenty of money with which to purchase all the Christ-t here and let us help you fill it out; Shop in our big, well heated, comfortable store; Enjop get-Y WHILE You are doing it.
e We Offer YOU Hun& eds of Good Suggestions
—Handsome Gifts; Practically
of individual gifts and Christm
"BRING THE KIDS
TO TOYLAND"
(on the balcony)
'g Folks and Old Folks; Parents and Kiddies will be
...se to our wonderful Toyland (on our balcony)
lo\ re Old Santa has already left a big stock of wonderful
tats—all kinds of Dolls, Doll Buggies, Tea Sets, Doll Furni-
ture, Games, Balls, Mechanical Trains, Autos, Scooters, Wa-
gons—in fact everything that boys and girls want at Christ-
"sr 'ime, so bring the children here and let them enjoy the
rful display—while you make your se
or are N ery moderate and you can buy a lot.
MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S
The end of the year is alait
here and it will soon he time
for us to invoice our stock. We
have a good stock of Men's
and Young Men's Suits and
Overcoats that we had rather
sell at a sacrifice prices rath-
er than earry over until in-
voicing time—So right now be-
fore Christmas, we are giving
you the benefit of the low
prices usually offered in Jan-
uary and February, take ad-
vantage of this real opportuni-
ty—Dress up for Christmas at
a Saving.
Good suits that sold as
high as $20. Your choice
These Are all $25 suits
priced, now only 
op—Buy These Values at Marshall County's Greatest Store
An ideal gift. Fine
chests of American
Red Cedar. PRICED
REASONABL7 FOR
XMAS
$12.50; $14.50; $19.50
Roller Bearing , in
double disc steel
wheels. Size 15 x 32 x
41/2 x 3-4 inch.; Rub-
ber Tires, regular
price $7.00. Special for
Holidays 
Choice of Cream or
Fruit centers; fine
quality candy in pretty
gift boxes
Here are a few of
the many sugges-
tions for Men's
gifts, see our stock
before you select.
s1.25 $1.50 10 s2.00 1r103.5O
TOAT69igifi. AffiRfiREWOMWATOATIIA Complete stock new-
est Silk and Wool sport
mufflers.
Compacts,
Perfumes, Manicure
Sets — For Gifts
priced right
Prices reduced on all
other O'coats, Topcoats,
Raincoats, Hats and
Caps. Buy now while
savings are great!
_
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NOR PI SANDEItSEN strok \ 1ik
the lean barrel of his rifle
as he sat in tie window
of the little shanv on his
\ tor,iirle homesteal The
Ihristtnas Eve poured
-"table versa of
ILItlt fell
i Mang
elagei
'. .hit Ir.olatkol
all moon of a
N:$ white tight
low. A shaft
iiroonutrgthauie tch: WIIgire,6\i.
rwl 'Binatrailir14. -re
t "
Cr. .a• frt %tro " of‘,A fr p.
‘1,0 ght hs on
of y(Pitos *tar
dew tile'
mile! IC7;
thousand yards ,Ser It would need a
rare marksman to hit that point of
light half a mile away. He sighted
the rifle carefully, estimating to him-
self whether there was any possibility
of finding that little target. Then, as
though convinced of the futility of
such a purpose, lie returned the
weapon tenderly to his knee.
For exactly three years the Sander-
sen brothers had lived as strangers,
although their homesteads adjoined
each other. It was three years ago
this very Christmas he that Axel
ensclous of the
served to -at,
Acrod the
he southward.brother. Axel,
Olga. A point
m Axel's win-
orizon. Half a
With the end of this week a
total of 1,000 men will be em-
ployed in the new shops of the
Illinois Central railroad at Pa-
ducah. Approximately 600 men
have been added to the force, the
Paducah Sun reports, since the
locomotive shop was opened in
September.
The percentage of foreign-born
In Kentucky's total population
dropped from 2.3 in 1900 to 1. 3
in 1920. In each of 19 counties
99', or over of the population is
native white, and in two counties
the percentage of native whites
Is 99.9
Machinery has keen received
for an overall factory which is
to be run in connection with Haz-
ard College. It is planned to cre-
ate a large industrial school out
of ttlr institution, the Hazard
irerald says.
had brought (rga. his bride, to share
his shanty tilld his life—Olga, who, in
far-off Seundinailn, had pledged- her-
self to Andre! Ivxel had net her at
the railway station, thirty miles away,
while Andre lay at home, burning.wIth
fever. Then. when she canto, it was
as AKel's wife!
Andre never bad asked, and never
learned. what bad happened at the
little prairie town when the fair-
haired, lonely, tired girl rushed to the :%
arms of Axel, Ids brother. The three ig
had been playmates together, hut An- rAd,„ never had guessed that Ids hroth-
cr loved her, too. If. In that moment,
Axel laid tal:en idvant:ige of her lobe-
lineup ob.! her delight at meeting an
7.. Ohl Metal to force lt suit hi. ;meant
decision. Andre saw In tl , r action
nothing. but tre,achery and deceit. fj
Never 'since had he slePpAl On his HR
brother's farm, ami lie hai, given Av.'
to understand that If either he or tol
crossed the dividing line tIle
wonld bark anti bite to
During the sl in but busy :summers
Andre managed to drowl% htS anger in
work, but in whiter the pangs of lone-
liness were mem him. They Always
were worse on moonlit nights. Then
he would sit in his window, fondling
his rifle. Especially on Christmas
Eve, the anniversary of the hlkzlithez I
of Ws life, his loneliness and rage
were 'Unbearable.
Andre sighted his rifle again, hut
it was against all reason that he could
find a target so small, so far, Very
well—he could go to the target. It
was a plan thut long had simmered
in the back of his mind: tonight he
would put it into effect lie drew on
his heavy coat, his cap;- he drove a
bright brass curtritige into the barrel
and saw that there were others In the
magazine, and set out across the snow.
silent save for the crunching of his
heavy boots and the trange clamor
of his heart.
At first he walked hurriedly, but
as he neared the window he reduced
his pace. Silent!: he crepr up, in the
shadow, along tile wall. Three years
ago this very night.
Presently he was at the window.
Stealthily he raised his head until
be could see within.
In a corner of the little root Was
a small spruce tree, which Axel, no
doubt, had cut somewhere by the river.
And Axel and Olga, very happy, it
seemed, were knotting it with bits or
colored paper. On a table, full in An-
dre's sight, a yellow-haired baby
clapped her hands with glee.
Andre watched the scene, spell.
'bound, for a moment; then slumped
to the ground. For a Long while he
lay there, oblivious to the cold; fight-
ing, wrestling. Then, leaving his rifle
On the snow, he made hi.. way to the
door, and knocked.
"Why, Andre!" they exclaimed. as
be stood on their thresh": I.
"Peace!" said Andre. "It is the
Night of Peace. I bring you peace—
and forgiveness."
The Christmas sun was shining
when Andre retracted his steps across
the snow, to feed his stock.
(rk DM western raiowssersor untoa.)
On Christmas Eve
A German legend Is that on every
Christmas Eve the Savior comes to
earth In the guise of a very poor boy,
who asks alms at every door, testing
the kindness of human hearts. Natu-
rally on that day no beggar is refused
food and shelter.—Fartn and Ranch.
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Glass described as resembling
the Tiffany product has been
made from sands founl in Mc-
Creary county. There is an abun-
dance of the material, it is said,
and citizens of Stearns cite a
glass factory as one of the in-
dustries for which that commun-
ity offers special advantages.
Canvass is being made 'Id the
farmers in Ballard and Carlisle
counties for the purpose of pledg-
ing milk for a condensary. The
plant will be located in Wick-
liffe, the Ballard Yoeman says,
if a sufficient number of cows is
found in the two counties.
Efforts to botain a milk con-
densery at Campbellsville have
been started by the Lions Club.
Rid yourself of indigestion that takes the joy out
of life ... at what you want and relish every
mouthful without fear of subsequent discom-fort ... You CAN, if you
Take FIER INE•
—the pure vegetable tonic that banishes indigestion
and constipation and tones up the whole system.
Store
Open Evenings
Until Christmas
WORSTED- TEX
SUITS
KNIT-TEX COATS
STETSON HATS
SOCIETY CLUB
SHOES
NUNN-BUSH
SHOES
EMERY SHIRTS
HICKOK BELTS
BEAU BRUMMEL
TIES
INTERWOVEN
HOSE
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
BENTON, KY.
been built in Wolfe countf.
Cream shipments from the coun-
ty have increased materially this
year.
Six model poultry houses have An exceptionally large amowat
of wheat and rye were sown in
Laurel county- this fall. Most of
it was drilled in with limestone
and acid phosphate.
Funeral Director and Embalming
Benton, Kentucky
Both Phones
The Ideal Gift
for
Men and Boys
Give Him Something That He
Will Truly Appreciate
Our Special Offerings Just At
This Time Make It Economical
For YOU
We Have Everything in Men's
and Boy's Wear
You'll Save Your Nerves and
Money by Shopping HERE
CHENEy SILK
TIES
SlPEATERS
PAJAMAS
BATHROBES
SILK, MADRAS' &
BROADCLOTH
SHIRTS
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ABEZ GORM was a hard nut
to crack and proud of It.
Nobody realized it more
than the group of hard men
who sat around a table
with him, comfortable in their arm-
chairs, warm with the heat of steam
radiators and plenty of coal, and little
iverested in those who could not pay
for protection against the bitter late
December cold.
"I guess he could pull through If
we nursed him a bit." one of the group
was remarking. "He's young, and en-
thusiastic. His orgunization's good.
Never 14 himself get cornered like
this before. Sure will be a lesson to
him."
"Nurse him long enough, he'll get
into the wholesale line and Increase
competition. Aren't there enough of
us already?' It was Jebel Gorrn who
spoke.
"If you don't encourage the good
ones a bit, you're apt to get all the
more had ones." A hard voice from
a hard face was speaking on the other
side of the table.
"Ever seen a good one when he's
selling against your Jnbez countered.
"Einda hard to hammer a fellow the
first time he's up against It," a rather
kindlier voice broke in.
"Harder he's hammered the tougher
he'll get. That's how I got tough-
ened." said another.
On and on the debate went,
Figures were tabled. How much
the debtor owed; how much he was
likely to produce In bankruptcy; how
much the dividend would be; whether
It would pay better to take 50 per
cent and get rid of a potential rival,
or get 75 and let him start again with
a clean sheet, or give him lots of time
to pay in full.
On and on they argued.
The snow cluttered up the window
and deafened the outside sounds of
-happiness mid good cheer, of hasten-
Ing feet, of shivering limbs, of arms
flapping to keep hungry and ill-clud
bodies warm.
And the argument went on.
Cheerful greetings. happy WIluta-
thins, heartfelt good wishes were ex-
changed right and left in the street
below; hut in an upper room of the
big hotel the hard-faeed group argued
on and heard wiling.
"Well, look, fellows, we-can't stay
all night. I gotta take the train to-
night. All packed up an' everything.
Going to play golf in Florida over the
holidays. Gotta get this thing over
quick or I miss that train."
"Lucky dog. I can't afford to play
golf in Florida." This from Jabez
Corm. "Neither can I afford to play
good Samaritan to bankrupt young
fools. Let him assign and be done
with it."
The final decision was so registered,
and the creditors' meeting broke up,
one to fly for a train heading south;
some to join hilarious parties Ir the
banquet balls of the hotel v•Jabez
Corm to return to a big, stern-looking
house In which many servants had
prepared with professional efficiency
the seasonal decorations, the gifts and
the festal touches that fashion and
social custom required to he provided
for the children of this very elegant
Seven o'clock next morning. The
bells were ringing their annual mes-
sage of peace and good will. A choir
In a little nearby church was singing,
"Noel, Noel." Charlie Germ, five
years old and 'full of faith in the
things that really matter, was danc-
ing round the paternal bed of the
Corm household.
."Look, Daddy, what Santa Claus
left for me! 'N' a letter with It an'
evvyt bin'. Loa."
Jabez roused himself and read:
"I was cleaning up your house when
I saw the kid's stocking hung up
and remembered about Christmas.
Hate io do anybody a bad', turn On
Christmas Eve. Here's a buck for the
baby's Christmas. Look out for your
sliver and other valuable some other
night."
Not so long ago Jahez had taken
prizes at Sunday school.
Funny that the only lesson he could
think of now was about another thief
who repented in time and won the
first guaranteed pass through the
pearly gates of heaven.
Jabez Gorm would have given a
hand to call that meeting back.
But they were gone their several
ways. Not for months could they all
be got together again.
The church hells pealed once more.
To Jehes (lorm they seemed to sing,
"Too late, too late, too late, too
late . . ." •
(15. MT. Western Newspaper Union.)
Intensive work for the devel-
opment of Carter county has been
started by tile Carter County
Booster Club. Numerous advant-
ages of th deistrict- are set forth
by the club. An abundance of
glass sand of exceptionally
quality is said to warrant atten-
tion from manufacturers. Cement
making stone has been tested and
pronounced valuable, it is said.
The club reports assistance be-
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, KY,
ally will be given manufactuters
interested in flour mills, shoe
and garment plants, knitting
mills, foundries and machine
shops. The region boasts of ex-
cellent fire, brick and tile clays.
Hardin county farmers will use
more than 10,000 tons of agricul-
tural limestone this fall and
winter.
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
she hesitated, "l don't suppose you'd
care to. but f—we'd like to have you
eat Christman dinner with us. I went
up this afternoon to ask you, but you
were entirely too busy to notice me
and—"
"Too busy to notice you!" Martin
gasped. "I thought you'd never no-
ticed me!"
Spud had been waiting, 111k sleepy
accusation as he arose from the\door•
step was scarcely noticed. The song
of the little injured caroler was run
nitig through Martin's mind and re-
placing a cynical philosophy.
"It was a silent night like thus." be
said. Thoughtfully, he looked up In
the east, one star seemed larger than
the others.
015. 11127, Weet•rn Newspaper Union)
Beattyville'a civic leaders are
making a special bid for wood-
working plants requiring oak,
hickory and similar timbers which
it is claimed, are found in abun-
dance within easy reach. Prox-
imity to coal and oil fields is
described as another advantage.
More than 200 Breathitt county
farmers planted late potatoes for
the first time this year. A good
crop is reported.
Exceptional opportunities are
offered by 'Hawesville, its citizens
claim, for toy factories requiring
small woods as raw material. It
is pointed out that successful in-
dustries of like character .are
maintained in Indiana towns Just
across the Ohio river, with Nen-
tucky woods used by the manu-
facturers.
A two-days' farmers' fair
Gallatin county attartced 2,A04)
people. Beef and dairy cattle,
sheet), hogs, poultry and farm and
home products were exhibited.
!Arcadia in MsCracken county for
the purpose of purchasing wagon
!scales aid erecting a limeshed.
41"Tle""'
From Wolff's Complete Stock
of Christmas Jewels
The time has come when you must make your decision not only as to what
you will give but where you will buy.
You will want your GIFT to be of the best QUALITY; next YOU will want
it to be of the newest and best design and probably of equal importance to
you, YOU will want to kno4w that you are not paying more than you should to
get the best.
Those who have already visited our store have found a pleasant surprise
they have found our prices to be more than reasonable and that the VERY
HIGHEST QUALITY has been maintained throughout.'-'
You to will find our prices very, 'very reasonable.
Come in today while our stock is complete—it will be our pleasure to show
you, whether you buy or not.
A Gift in a Wolff Package Carries with it Distinction and Quality
Set Rings Brooch Pins
Bar Pins Lingerie Clasps
Beauty Pins
Novelty Bracelets Puff Boxes
Fountain Pens Silver
Vanity Cases. Cigarette Cases
Cigar Cases Cigarette Holders
Belt Buckles
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE FROM /THE LOWEST
PRICES TO THE MOST EXPENSIVE. '
The ideal Gift for "Her"—a beautiful
If she selected her own Christmas Gift undoubt-
edly her choice would be one ' of these beautiful
Dresser Sets. In colors to match her boudoir.
Etifh set has narrow inlaid border of 22-kt. solid
gold.
Duo-tone
colors---
---Amber
---Coral
---Orchid
---Ivory
---Blue Pearl
Courteous
Honest
Service
Always
WI
•
•
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SHARPE
The Block and Bridal club is
progressing nicely, having an en-
rollment of twenty-ftve members.
According to an announcement
by President J. A. Bouland, the
1/1).club expect 4 to give an enter-
' IFtisn'erltihaen society   
nseoacri e t  y   future.de ft, a te d
\ . for 'dt.bate
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Friday necerriter. 16t1i;
both games are ,expected to be
hard and fast. The boys are
showing excellent form in their
work outs and are expected to
.mgress."
the peg-!
....est n. The
tive : i I ford
I ai,4 James
Renloe Itu-
Solomon and
is ball teams
et the strong
.at Reidland,
of the .5911`.5
LOUISVILLE'S newest and
finest hotel—lmated in the
heart of the theatre, shop-
ping and business district.
C7ALNUT t F:FT11
exhibit a real game Friday night.
The probable line up are, Boys:
Nichols and Dalton, forwards,
Hill, Center; Alexander and Mor-
rison, gaurds. Girls, Alexander
and Harper forwards: Hill cen-
ter; Wood and Hancock guards.
The regular community meet-
ing will be held at the school-
house Thursday night.
Galen Stinson, local strongman
was a business visitor in Padu-
cah Saturday.
Beckharn Powers motored to
Paducah Saturday night.
Miss Lucille Harper is on the
sick list this week.
Solon Peck was a pleasant
visitor in ,our town Friday night.
Myron Robertson was the Sun-
day 'vest of Miss Mary Roun-
r
BIRTHDAY DINNER
,There was a large crowd of
friends and relatives gathered at
the home of Miss Mary Ann Hen-
son, near Hamlet, Dec. 4th, and
set before her at noon a beautiful
dinner. It was her 87th birthda).
Those that were present were:-
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Holley and
children, Mr. and Mr. Noah
Henson and son, Mrs. Vina
Haymes, Mr. and Dirs. 011ie Hen-
son and children, Mr. and Mrs.
John Henson, Mrs. Ray York and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Billie Hen-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Stoakly Hen-
son, Mr. and Mrs. H. Henson and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Lonie
Nimmo and son, Mr. and Mrs.
G. N. Lovett, adr. and Mrs. Carl
Lovett and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Penly Washburn and chil-
dren, Mr. nad Mrs. Hue Lovett
and son, Mr.'and Mrs. Alvie Hen-
son and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Trimble and children, Mr.
and Mrs. Hermon Henson and
children, Mrs.. Dona Henson and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Culp, Mr. and ..Mrs. Willie Hen-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond By-
ers,. Mr. John Chastlman, Mr.
Cleamon Byers, Eunice and Law-
rence Henson, Milbern Henson,
Miss Cora Goheen, Miss Lola
Henson, Miss Hautie and Lola
Banks, Lucille;, Lullen, Lovie and-
Lucy Nimmo, Many vett, Miss
-Myra Mitchell, Belva enson,
'Zebena Gordon, Readeth and
Alice Rebecca Elliott, Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Henson and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Lennie Henson and
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Greater
Road-Grip!
Tireeone
Full-Size
Gum-Dipped Balloons
Power to start on slippery
roads, and traction to stop quick-
ly in heavy city traffic — that's
Firestone Gum-Dipped Tires
through and through.
The scientifically designed
cross and square tread is your
positive insurande for safety on
any kind of highways.
They are GUM-DIPPED for
extra ,strength, endurance and
flexibility.
Buy Firestone Tires Now and Save Money
j UNHEARD OF LW IT-a:ES ON THESE GREAT TIRES
Draffen Motor Co.
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
BENTON, CALVERT CIT
Y
DRAFFEN BROTHERS
CALVERT CITY,
DEPARTMENT STORE
KENTUCKY
Henson, Claud and George Banks,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ross. There
were 115 present, all reported a
real nice time an,d all wished
Mrs. Henson good health and
many more htippy birthdays and
in the afternoon there was
preaching in her home by broth-
er John Henson.
Written by one who was pre-
:tent.
A veih of rock asphalt 10 feet
'n thickness is said to have been
lncovered in the western part of
Hart county. A portion of the
territory is now under lease,
with development promised.
Upper Silver Creek in Madison
county held its usual community
Thanksgiving dinner, with 175
persons attending.
Terracing demonstrations have
:•esulted in much interest in soil
saving methods in Adair county.
COMMISSIONER SALE
MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT,
KENTUCKY
C. B. Cox, Plaintiff
Vs.
Clay Powell, U. G. Phillips,
Mrs. Clay Powell, Robert L. My-
re, et al Defendants
IN EQUITY
By virtue of a Judgment and
For colds, grip
and flu take
alotabs
'RADE MARK REG
Relieves the congestion,
prevents 'complications.
and hasten* recovery
Order of Sale' of the Marshall
Circuit Court, rendered at the
October term thereof, 1927, in
the above cause for the sum of
One thousand, nine hundred si
ty--seven and 50-100 dollars %lilt
interest at the rate of 6 per cent
per annum from the 13th day of
March, 1926, until paid, and his
costs herein, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House
door in Benton, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder at PUBLIC AUC-
TION on Monday the 2nd day of
January, 1928, at 1 o'clock P. M.,
or thereabout (being county
a
in a Bad Fix
from
INDIGESTION
"I had suffered with indi-
gestion for 6 years," says Mi.
H. C. Dove, R. F. D. 4, Chester,
8. C. "I had gotten to the
place where I could hardly
oat a thing—everything hurt
me. I had smothering spells
and fell off 20 pounds. I was
in a bad
"I read of Black-Draught
and decided to try it. I do
sot believe that I would have
been living today had it not
been for Black-Draught. I had
gotten to where I only ate
milk and crackers, but after
taldng Black-Draught I began
to eat and gradually got my
appetite back. I gained in
weight and felt better. I have
not had abed spell of indiges-
tion in ten months."
Thedford's Black-Draught is
prepared in a powder from
medicinal roots and herbs. In
use over 85 yeais.
I Sold everywhere. 25 cents.
Thedford
OG
3:1.111111 lit ii itiil.i.
court day) upon a credit of six
months the following described
property, to wit:-
68 acres and 95 poles, begin-
ning at a stake with two Hicko-
and one Sugar tree pld
poin a newly marked- the S. E.
corner of the N. W. Qr. of Sec.
27, T. s, R. 3 east; thence N. 5
W. 160./3 poles to "13" a stone
he N. E. corner. Of the Qr.;
hence N. 83 deg. 15 W. 67 pol-
ls to "C" a stone; thence S. 314
deg. E. 161 poles to "D" a stone
with two Hickories and one small
Black Oak pointers; thence S. 82
deg. 24' E. 70 poles to the begin-
ning.
ALSO:-
Lot No. 7 in the division of
the lands of M. J. Nichols
(dec'd) which was allotted to W.
F. Collie in said division by deed
Enhancing
Beauty
Longer
Life
4'
of date July 22nd, 1910, and re-
corded in D. B. No. 32, page 608.
And all of the said above desert-
b land being the same land in
all spects conveyed to thla
grantor Clete Castleberry) by
Ann Reeves by deed of date May
9, 1918, and of record in D..8.
No. 142, page 339, in the Marshall
County Court Clerk's office.
Or a sufficiency thereof to pro-
duct the sums of money so order.
ed to be made. For the purchas&
price the purchaser with approv-
ed security or securities must qx-
ecute Bond, bearing legal inter-
est from the day of sale uptil
paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply prom-
ptly with these terms.
A. N. DUKE,
Special Commissioner
Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and pro-
perly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
Arl cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
you'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
We Pay Return Parcel Post
,10th and Broadway, PADUCAH. KY.
 I 
Sparkling GIFTS of Exquisite
Exquisite Jewelry, sold at hon-
est prices: always in perfect taste
as a desirable Christmas gift.
for "her"
Dianmond Dinner Ring
Diamond 
Locket
Ring
Pendant—Sautoir
Bracelet Watch—Wrist Watch
Lingerie Clasp—Necklace
Manciure Set—Mesh Bag
Rosary Beads
Ivory Toilet Sets or Pieces
Silver Candlesticks—Bud Vase
Perfume . Holder—Silver Tea Set
Chest of Silver—Vanity Case
Flexible Bracelet
Individual Silver Pieces
Silver Holloware
for "hint"
Pocket or Wrist Watch
Gold Pen Knife—Belt Buckle
Dress Shirt Set
Ash Tray—Gold or Silver Pencil
Solid Gold Stone—,--Set Ring
Gold Fountain Pen
Military Set
Cigarette Case—CigaretteCigare
Holder 
Cocktail Shaker
Emblem Rings, Charm or
Button—Pocket Comb
Cuff Links—Traveling Set
Wander to
WANNER
"IN THE PALMER"
425 Broadway
PADUCAH, --:— KENTUCKY
ii
989 Inches Gain!
fo date, in 1927. The Tribune.
Democrat has carried 4.989
nches MORE advertising than
or the same period last year.
NET TEAMS
RIAU TOURNEY
E IN FEBRUARY
nnounced for Event. To
'timed Febrouary 24th
and 25th.
' TO BE GIVEN TO
WINNING QUINTETTES
s were drawn up here Sat-
and adapted 'by thir\high
of the county for a Mar-
ounty basketball tourna-
o be held in Benton on
iry 24th and 26th at the
o barn. The committee •is
,ed of T. A. Chambers,
• Holland and -J. p,,Truitt.
of tickets for the tourna-
.A ill be, $1.00 .for the seas
I) cents for one session; 50
season ticket for school
en and , 26 cents admission
hool children to one ses-
Well-known, Exemplary Citizen
Leaves Widow, 2 Song, 2
Daughters, 2 Brothers.
' Court Clerk John D.. Hall, who
Tw,, official referees are to be nwo resides in Jackson, Missis-
selected before • the tournament sippi. Mr. Hill also leaves two
by a representative from each brothers, Dr. B. T. Hill, of Ben-
contestant school. These referees, ton and Edd Hall, of Mayfield.
to be selected outside of the Funeral services were conduct-
county. 
t
ed Tuesday afternoon by Elder
T e winning teams (boys and N. S. Castleberry and J. P. Riley
01 ) each are to get $15.00. The with Masonic rites. Burial was in
run er up m (boys and girls) I the Sand Hill cemetery, ar-
eacl are to $7.50. The price' rangements by Morgan & Heath.
to be paid r the gymnasium is ! Mr. Hall was a veteran of the
to be $50.004 Proceeds, are to be' confederate arruy and served in
distributed in the following or' the '3rd Kentucky Infantry in the
Civil War un,der General N. B.
Forest.
-.Hundreds of friends, join the
SERVED I 3RD. KY. IN
WAR BETWEEN THE STATES
T. H. Hall, • 87 years of age,
and one of ,the best known as
well as oldest Aliens of. Mar-
shall county and. respected by
hundreds of •-friends, succumbed
Monday at Vie home of Ng dau-
t.gther, MI:R. W. G. Dycus, of the
Infirmities at dg'e. Mr. Hall MO
been very feeble for the. past few
years and some time ago sustain-
ed a hard fall which he never
fully recovered.
He was a member of the Ben-
ton Baptist church and local
lodge of F & A M and was an
exemplary citizen.
ew ball will.be purchased He is survived by his widow,
tourriament but may not two daughters, Mrs. Dycus 'and
ed for practice by any Mrs. Gorda Ilastings, of Mem-
After the tournament, the phis, Tenn; two sons, Street Hall
ins of he teams will draw of Benton and former County
•
der:
Oiricials. basketball, tickets,
lig io each centest-rfpforated
um, rmeiums, net pro-
ing tam.
. Chainbeq will be tourna-
me and Mr. Homer
Hol d assiStant.
ir Sheinwell will be ticket
age and treasurer with Junius
Le assistant.
Citzien Succumbs of
firmities at Age of
82.
II Ashley Vaughn, aged 82,
a I known citizen- of the coun-
ty, ccumbed Wednesday after-
noo at hisj home on Benton
Ro 1 of the complications of
age Mr. V ughn had been con-
to his bed for the past
mot He s a member of the
Ne Bethel 'Baptist church and
an plemrfr citisen who was ad-
mir by m y friends.
Vaughn is survived by
Illob and Charley, of
thi ountv. Pete Vaughn, of PR-
and Ervin. of Cincinnati:
I grand children. and one
pre grandchild.
erat services Were preach-
Elder N. S. Castleberry at
liar was in the Cole cemetery,
emerrts by Fred Filbeck..
ON TEAM WINS TWO
ERE OVER BIRBINGHAM
ilenton high school teams
a double defeat to Birm-
Thursday night here.
ature of the boys' game,
ii was won,by Benton 34 to 6
e playing of Shields Cole
!lied 22 of his teams points.goal shooting was uncan-
was the best exhibition
re in several 'years.
irls werri 6 to 4 in a well-
onteat..
'business interests
bscribed $25,000 for an
factory, says the Times,
ction of a site is now be-
e uvier auspices of the
of Commerce.
periment, Substation at
d made an exhibit of
eta at the recent Lee
Fair.
Mr. hall'sfamily in mourning
death.
0
, Popular Matron of Brewers Com-
munity Succumbs at Age
of Forty-three.
Mrs. Jeff Smith, aged 43, a
well known matron of -the Brew-
ers community, succumbed Satur-
day at her home on Hardin Route
1. following u lingering illness
of complicatic6s.
She is survived besides her
hushand,I a well known farmer,
by four sons, Cecil and Gentry
Swift, of Clevelaed, Ohio and
.}ugh and Siress, of the cdunty,
and three brothers, Bud Siress,
of Benton Route 13; Zeb Siress,
Of LiVingston county and W. B.
,,Siress, ef.Detroit. Mrs. Swift was
a member of the Mt. Cannel
Methodist church.,
Funeral services were conduct-
ed by Revs.' Smith' and Edwards
at the church at 2' o'clock Sun-
day afternoon with a large num-
ber attending and barial was in
t the church cemetery, Morgan &
Heath in charge.
AURORA SCHOOL TO GIVE
PLAY SATURDAY NIGHT
• !"Eyes of Love", a .,thrilling
'cimedy drama. Will be presented
,Saturday Dece,mbert 13th,
at Aurora by members of thA high
ichool student body.
The players have worked hard
Under the direction of the Pl'in-
eipat, Miss. Ethyle Powell, and a
leigh Mass entertainment is prom-
ised for the' crowd thr4t,is e4pect;%
ed to Went
BREWIRS SCHOOL WILL
PRESENT PLAY SATURDA*
The Breviers high school stu-
dents will give a Play, "Eyes of
Love" Saturday night in the au-
ditorium of the Brewers Metho-
dist church, it is announced.
Miss Helen 'Roberts, home eco-
nomics instructor is directing the
play.
Since the bunting of the Brew-1
era school last Thursday the I
Methodist church is being used
for school class work.
LINDBERGH MAKES
NON-STOP FLIGHT
TO MEXICO CITY
Thousands Give Noted Flier De-
lirious Welcome as He
Lands Wednesday.
ANXIETY WAS FELT WHEN - -
PLANE WAS 2 HOURS LATE
Mexico City, Dec. l4—"Lind"
has done it again—he and the
other half of the famous "we."
Without stop Colonel Charles
A. Lindbergh, piloting the "Spirit
of St. Louis", which earlier in the
year had carried him to Paris.
flew from Washington to Mexico
City. For more than 27 hours he
was at the controls.
-p Perhaps there never has been
Witnessed su.Ji a delirious demon-
startion of joy by. -a' 'Mexican
multitude as that at 2:39 o'clock
this afternoon, when after some
three hours of apprehension that
mfefortune had befallen the fly-
er, the Spirit of St. Louis settled,
on the Valbuena military aviation
field, two4an.d a half miles ,from
Mexico City. I.4ndv and his plane
wore safe. and.sound ; nothing was
wrong except that a miscalcurae
tion of •'- direction carried the
plane in a great cirele from
Tampico into the interior, in-
stead of in a direct line to Mexico
City.
EPWORTH LEAGUE TO GIVE
' CHRISTMAS PAGEANT 241FH
• .,
Extensive, preparatione, have
been made tp provide a beautiful
CliristmaS4‘' 'entertainment Christ-
mas Eve night, Satneday of next
week, whtn the Epworth League
will present a rhristmatiPage.ant
in hte auditorium of the. Benton
Methodist church.
The program will hegin at 6:45
and the public is cordially invit-
ed to attend'. '
MUSIC CLUB TO GIVE
CONTATA WEDNESDAY
A two-part program, Consisting
of a Christmas Contata and sing-
ing of Christmas carols will be
given by th Mendelsohn club
Wednesday night, December 21
in the auditorium of the Method,'
ist church.
Admission will be free and the
public i cordially invited.
TIRED 05'
ASKING AND
tvEvR GETTING
,PRETTy Soincsi
ILL QUIT (3ELIEviNG
IN 5ANTA
COTTON GIN BURNS THOUSANDS SWARM
The Hardin Cotton Gin was de-
stroyed by fire of unknown on- FRANKFORT TO SEE
in Thursday night . Nothing
SAMPSON SWORN INwas known of the firs aiat4---•Friday morning when the fire-
man .‘ent, to build a fire in the
boiler. 
-11th Governor Greeted by ('heer-
All the machinery and a quan-
tity of cotton were destroyed in
the flamse.
ing Throngs on Grand
Parade.
, •  
NEW PASTOR IS ABLE
' • AND POPULAR MINISTER
With stile beginning of the New
Veer thelienton Church of Christ
will. -have, services two Sundays
durinsr- each month instead of
;just, ene.heretefore,• it has been
announced in connection with °the
'news e.Crilie, resignation of Elder
W. E. lifprgon,•of Puryear, Term.
and Abe., iinirmineement of the
election. of .Elder J. S. Jones to
be the -rieve pastor.
Ehlar,,Morgan, who resided in
Ilenten ,until last September, will
fill • hie. last: appointment here
Sunday ,at' both the morning and
evening -hours. Large crowds are
exPeeted to be out to hear Elder
Morgen'ee larewell sermons as he
is very popular here and many
friends regretted deeply to see
him and his family move away.
Elder Morgan resigned his work
on account of the distance he
lives from Benton. In the after-
noon Elder Morgan will preach at
the Fair Dealing Church of
Christ.
Elder J. S. Jones who will move
here from Wingo to succeed El-
der Morgan is one of the most
popular and powerful preachers
of the church. He and his family,
which consists of Mrs. jOile24 and.
two daughters, will reside in the
May Lemon Treag residence in
south Benton. Elder .lonee has
resided in %Ingo for the past five
years and is very popular.there.
He will also serve as pastor for
the Calvert City and Birmingtar
churches, preaching at each one
Sunday in the month. Seevices in
the Benton church will be held
the first and third Sundays in
each month 'throughout the year.
MANY ATTEND FARM NE` 1:: ;11341RIZOILCAIS  KENTUCKY' DEEP INTEREST IN
SCHOOL AT SHARPE! BAPTIST REVIVALFrankfort Ky Dec 13 — As.1
Kenney and Polk Heard With In-
terest by Farmers
of Section.
The two-day farm school held
at Sharpe high school; December
13th and 14th was well attended.
The first day P. G. GibSon_ ad-
dressed the meeting on "Feeding
Dairy Cattle." He stressed espec-
141y the growth of legumes, to
take ithe placeoof bought protein
feeds for feeding dairy cows.
Mr. Ralph Kennney, cropi
specialist of the Kentucky Agri-
cultural Experiment Station made
two interesting talkc on "Rise of
Lime," and "The growing of •Ja-
pan clover.
The gecond day Dr. L. P. Polk
made two addresses on "Bacca1-
lary White Diarrheo" and contag-
ious .obortien and other, diseases
of . dairy cattle! Dr. Polk • is veter-
inary specialist of the Kentucky
don.
Mr. Itenney again addresssed
the meeting on "The Growing of
Valfa." He said alfalfa would
bring a return of more than $100
int four years . than ordinarY
crops. Marshall county soils need
ltmestone at the rate of two
tons per acre end scene alfalfa
can be sown in corn fields in the
spring with good results.
The Sleaepe community club
will meet Thursday night, Deeem-
ber 15th. A good program has
been planned.
Friday night, December 23rd,
the Sharpe high school will pre-
sent in school auditorium "Eyee
of Love" The program will begin
at 7 p. m.
The LaGrange Rotary Club en-
tertained leaders in a county-wide
better sires campaign.
Farmers in Wolfe and Morgan
counties united in a poultiy farm
teen: recently, visiting six farms.
Farmers in Wolfe
• •• • •
thousands cheered, guns bpomed
'ind the band played the' "Star
Spangled Banner," Flem D.
Sampson, of Barbourville, and
James Breathitt, Jr.. of Hopkina-
ville, became governor and lieu-
tenant-governor of the common-
wealth of Kentucky at 1:20, p. m.
today.
Smiles Nvreatived the faces of
Sampson, a Republican and
Breathitt, a Democrat, as they
laid their hands on a Bible and
repeated the oath of office after
Chief Justice William Rogers
Clay of the 'Kentucky colirt of
appeals.
This picture, Democrats and
Republicans united, Will long re-
main In the memory of the 10,000
who packed and jamnied about
the spuaker's stand to see the in-
auguration of Kentucic,v 44th
governor, and 3$th lieufenant-
governor.
Thousands -See Parade
Thousands lined the line of
march of the parade which start-
ed the whirl of the day's actii-
ties from the Capitol Hotel at,
11i15 a. m., when Sampson en-
tered an automobile containing
the outgoing governor,
J. Fields and they led the march,
—a swan song for one-Lan inaug-
ural for the other.
Governor Sampson following,
the text of his address, read his
message calling for a greater
Kentucky. .
About 250 acres of tomatoes
grown in the vicinity of Lancas-
ter resulted in a canning factory
operating full time in the season
of 1927 when similar plants
other communities, it is said, were
idle. Garrard county soil is de-
clared to be adapted to growing
of tomatoes of exceptionally high
quality.
I The Marshall Rdige Communi-
ty Club in Green county has road
building as a prominent part o
its program for the coming year.
The Baptist church of Benton is
in the midst of the greatest meet-
ing for many years. Both inter-
est and attendance are unusual-
ly good.
Elder J.  B. deGarrno is bring-
ing powerful and gripping mes-
sages at every service.
The singing, led by .1. H. Dew
has been an important part of the
service and Mr. dew has also
done a splendid work araong the
young people.
There have been seventeen ad-
ditions to the church.
Services are being held twice
daily at10 a. m. and at 6:30 in
the •evenine. Everyore is cordt-
itlyy inetted o each service.
• ,..
..To releqse is much energy . A
containef 'in the suntbtht cap ..•
Air
annualle- through ale q' ' e
of plant foods, it woeildc.
sare to burn about 8.900N
ntueh'coal as the %Ogee we
duces in a year, ssicnt(
mate. But of this huge •
human 'race uses less t
tenths- of one per cent, ac
to Dr. John M. Arthur, o .
Boyce Institute or plant researe‘ ti,,
The Mt. Sterling Advocate pub-
lishes a map prepared by the
Chamber of Commerce of Mt.
Sterling and Montgomery County,
showing the city as a hub of a
community with a trading popu-
lation of 166,000 people. The pop-
ulation of Mt. Sterling and its en-
'irons, it is said, is now 7,500..
More than 800 'people from
Grave „county attended the re-
cent National Dairy Exposidos
at Memphis, Tenn.
. Several Carroll county farmers
sold more than 500 bushels of
tomatoes each this year.
•s-
Ba
BENTON,
WARRENS PAINTS
a
the „
course I CO.
it
you wouldn't is,
The child 'lades, head.
-It seems to me they said you
could only talk with us folks, peo-
ple, you know for an hou
r,
Christmas Eve, at midnight," said
the child.
The Strange Hum
"An hour, my that would nev-
er do. We'd never get through
the questions we had saved up to
ask Santa. Perhaps they let us
reindeer have till daybreak be-
cause we belong to Santa. At any
rate, let's go on with the story."
The child nodded and settled
himself more comfortably to lis-
ten. The Reindeer continued:
"My mate and I had eaten al
l
the moss in (Me place and we
re
thinking of looking further for a
new spot, when we first heard 
it.
It was a low hum like a 
very
large insect, and far, far away.
We have nothing to fear in our
beautiful snow covered country,
because Santa has thrown magic
all around it. So we felt no fe
ar
at this sound coming slowly n
ear-
er.
we
Vall4 .
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, BE
NTON, KY.
4'11606er
.Atild It Atw./4"vieui
r's peered over the 
trees like a soar-
s ing bird, with never a moti
on in
i its wings. The humming gre
w to
it a roar as it drew nearer, and 
we
e turned to the shelter of 
over-
n hanging snow laden branche
s to
watch this strange thing. We
wets just a little shy about be-
ing seen you know, though 
we
„knew Santa's magic couldn't be
(invaded and nothing could ever
harm U3.
, The Tornado Bird
"We called it the Tornado Bird
because of its tremendous roar,
and watched fith much interest
as it circled overhead and then
slowly flew to earth on the level
stretch of snow in front of Santa's
house.
"Then a very strange thing
happened. The roar died away,
and out of the center of the bird
a fur clad man stepped carrying
a heavy bag. Santa came hurity-
ing out to meet him and took the
bag.
"Oh dear me", said my mate,
' shall never be able to wait til
l
Christmas Eve to find out all a-
bout that! I'm just fairly quiver-
ing with curiosity!'
"Well, let's go see it," I said.
Reindeers Have Dignity
"We rambled over, in the snow,
nibbling at moss as we went, so
as not to appear too ea
ger.
Sometimes we remembered our
dignity. It didn't seem to be a
bird at all, now that it was down
on the 'ground. It didn't sme
ll
The Bird With Still Wings like
 a bird to start with, nor have
"My mate said it sounded like 
any feathers.
i 
,
a tornado n summer, but it cou
ld "Santa laughed when he ca
me
not be that, for already our usual 
or with the man and found us
Winter night that lasts for months 
ñiffing at the bird's wings.
had settled down, with our .on
ly/ "'Here's Thunder and Dash,"
light the Dancing Flames tha 
he said to the man, 'and oh! the
Santa calls Aurora Borealis. I 
hard qquestions they'll be ask-
"We listened eagerly and s n ing 
Christmas Eve. They each
located the direction. Then i ap-, sa
ve up one question till just be-
.402)1 •
• .4k
1 11
4.41,
41,
.00
1 fl„
Itv
8.001.•
fore we start out with the sleigh.
'One year, I could answer
easily enough. Thunder was dis-
turbed over my name Santa
Claus, because claws as she kn
ew
them didn't fit me at all. It was
corruption of Saint Nickolas, I
explained, though why they ever
though I bore any resemblance to
a Saint I couldn't tell.
again. We dashed off to one side
to watch and after sliding along
on the ground a ways, the bird
rose in the air, roaring all the
time.
Santa Keeps His Sleigh
"Higher and higher it sailed
till it was just a tiny spot and
finally it was lost in the Dancing
Flames. 
"Santa called us. 'Anothe
year,' he said, I'll be taking all
the children's toys to them in
just such a flying ship. How will
you like that?
"We shook all our bells to say
no,-too many years have the
children counted on Santa Claus
and his reindeers, we knew."
Thunder's Wondre
The next year the reindeer all
wanted to know what made the
Gasoline Pump work, and that
was a hard one to answer. But I
can always fall back on my magic
when I am cornered; so they were
quite satisfied.'
"Thunder ndged me. She
wrinkled her nostrils and glanced
toward the shed at the back of
the house. 'Yes,' I said, 'the Bird
does smell just like Gasoline
Pump!'
"All this while the man was
busy unloading bags from the
Tornado Bird. Santa asked us to
help carry them to the house.
They were bags of the usual
Christmas letters, he said, from
children all over the world. They
had arrived very early on ac-
count of the flying ship.
1'1 never saw a ship like that,'
whispered Thunder to me. You
see, we have been every where in
the world with Santa and we had
never seen a ship like that.
The Flying Ship Rises
"But still if Santa said it was a
flying ship that would be all
right, we knew, because Santa
never told us a lie, though he did
take refuge in saying things were
magic when he couldn't explts
something.
Later when the Bird's master,
had had a good dinner with
Santa, he climbed in, on a sort. of
seat, like the, kind in our big
sleigh, and th'en he moved some
stocks, and then the roar started
Dtt4 4.
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Picture and then plan
YOUR OWN HOME
During these long winter evenings get 
your heads together on
the plans for that new home you ha
ve long wanted and need-
ed, or for remodeling the old home. W
e have many plans and
suggestions, many prepared by Ameri
ca's best architects, at
our office that you are welcome to use 
free of charge any time.
We'll be glad to h^ve you call on us 
anytime about building
problems. TheIT's no obligation.
Treas Lumber Company
(Inemparatad)
"From Foundation to Roof, We Have It
HOME OF 
(
UNIVER5AL4CEMENT
ARRO- LOCK SHINGLES
AND OTHER NATIONALL
Y ADVERTISED MATERIALS
KENTUCKY
a
'
"Did he carry out his threat"
asked the child. The reindeer
shook his bells again.
"Oh, he really couldn't go in a
flying ship because ours is the
only sleigh that could carry all
the children's toys. You see he
made disappearing bags for the
toys long ago, when he needed
people cannot use magic. But
seemed the most important
tion to ask and what do you
Santa said?"
"What did he say?"
"Well, he scratched his
as he does when he is tryil
think up an answer and he
room. And when he puts one in it 
was the noise that made i
the back of the sleigh it just His eyes 
twinkled when he
disappears until he is ready for it, 
and when Thunder asked
it. So there is plenty of room for 
made Tornado Bird smell
the next bag. 
Gasoline Pump, he said we I
have to hurry and go, becat
What Makes It Go? took ever so much longer
"Thunder said if he asked people lived in apartments
Santa what made the Tornado get all the toys delivere
d.
Bird go, he would say magic, and 
that couldn't be so, because eart
h (Continued on Page 8, Se
A NATION-W/DE
INSTITUT/ON-
" where savings are greatest"
PADUCAH, KY.
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Beautiful Silk Hosiery
Is Moderately Priced Here
Fashion has decreed silk
hosiery-with short skirts
-and the wise woman 
has
discovered that this is the
place to buy them I
Colors Smart for Fall
A • selection of shad
es to
blend with Fall apparel. 
Our
wediem weight pure silk 
hose
has a short lisle top-i
deal for
general wear. A clear, 
sheer
weight is lovely for dress
-up
times.
$1.49
Neckwear Values
l'-west Designs
A host of new and unusual
designs and color-effects.
Cut full and well-made. New
patterns -sparkling colors
and designs. In every way,
an assortment most satisfy-
ing, at the low price of-
49c to 98c
Useful? Yes
And Decorative, Too
Turkish t o w el and
wash cloth sets 
will
please your friends.
Two wash cloths to 
match
the towel-in plaid or 
novel-
ty jacquard patte..us.
These Table Scarfs for Gifts
Are Attractive Without Being Expens
ive
Gay embroidered designs and
scalloped edges in color are at-
tractive details of these table
scarfs-some with rounded and
some with square ends. Come
early while the selection of pat-
terns is varied.
BuyThat Frock Without Delay!
A Modish Selection-Priced Lower
Now is the time that shopping
pays real dividends-because you
want a new frock for the ap-
proaching holidays and our prices
are, as usual, exceptionally in-
yitingt
Their Smartness Is Surprising
Styles of frocks at much higher
prices appear is these dresses"-
everyone a buy that you can be proud
of--sixes for women, misses aad
juniors.
$4.98 to $14.75
There's no Place like Penny's for 
Toys
Buy Here and Save
Anyone's Gift
The "Penimaid" Iron
With
Safety
Plug
3.98 eitits
A fine. heavy iron with
an automatic safety plug
that turns ',off the, current
when a certain temperature
is reached. Our price is ex-
ceptional.
•
Fani lc k.1;
Acceptable t.tta"
Distinctive rtktf
these &oyes acrpto .r, ,..„
CCz.
Loch Lonioncl
Flannel Scarf a
These all-wool Loch Lo-
mond scants in lively Jac-
quard pvtertis ; low prieca,
51.49
Is A Doll Ca
On Your Daughter'
Chriatr-aa List?
cabs are j
the t
in whic
take d
children
a ride.
Fiber reed
53.
others $2.49 to
Give Underwe
To Any Miss
The feminine heart the
to a gift
lingerie
every time!
Rayon gar-
ments are
irresistible.
98c to
$2.98
Tailored.
styles - and
frilly lace-
trimmed and
appliqued gar-
ments. Our
prices are
moderate, too.
dis
no
fi
fty, Ky., Dec. 8
--(Special)
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taking all
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Murray state Teachers'
one its first application
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at Jacksonville, Fla., the
November 29, was award-
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sociation, a relationship
ives to the graduates and
of the Murray state
• college recognition by
s of the association, al-
the local college is not a
of the association.
accredited relationship on
ember basis brings to a
a successful and great
of growth for the Murray
achers' college. The four-
institution with Dr.
T. Wells as its president,
no ranks with the leading
schools of the south, and enjoys
the distinction of being one of
the youngest colleges recognized
by the Southern association of
colleges. The college, which two
years ago was a junior college, is
rapidly making its way to the top
in the southern educational cir-
cle.,/ts growth in evry phase has
astoeished educators of Xent icky
and a still greater period of
groith is predicted for the in-
stit ion.
Ntrybody in this community
nasiNeen looking .forward to the
tim when Unity can start from
heritand still position and start
for rd to some aims that can
be ached by constant work.
RED Fox
Scarfs
Special
11 $29.95
P and
$34.95
We believe that this time was
proven Sunday when the Sunday
School Superintendent assembled
himself with only a small num-
ber of boys and girls to wool:tip
God in the true sad right way.
There was not in the congrega-
tion a /pan or woman of mature
age, neither school teachers. We
are trying to believe that their
absence vvas caused on the ac-
count of the unfavorable weath-
er.
We did not wanto go back home
without worshipping our God, so
we had song service and then a
short talk on "A higher power
than man." We humbled ourselves
in prayer and were dismissed.
We went on our way home re-
joicing that we engaged ourselves
In a service with God without
the aid of the elderly people of
the community.
We are led to believe that the
W. W. C. E. of Unity is planting
seed among the young people that
shall yield a great harvest in th
future. It was the teaches- that
caused the boys and girls to lis-
ten as they did. Sunday to a per-
son that they have grown up
with from child hood. We no
longer have to have the older
people of the community, pre-
sent to keep order for us, because
we keep order among ourselves.
This society is training more lea-
ders in Unity church than any-
one thing we have ever worked
out.
We are still looking forward
to another time when the unbe-
lieveing people of this commun-
ity catch a glimpse of true liv-
ing and come out and jofn our
band of co-workers in Sunday
school, and when the time comes
tha tthey may be prepared to go
home to glory.
Mrs. W. A. Ross and son David
spent a few days in Tennessee
with Mrs. Ross's brother, Mr.
Huddle Henson and family.
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd Roes is ill at her
home.
Miss Sena Clark spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Clark.
Miss Laura Mae Clark spent
the week end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Bill Clark.
Miss Lola Banks WAS the Satur-
day night guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Loyd Rosa.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ross were
the Sunday guest of Mr. York's
brother, Joe York, who is very
ill at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elliott,
were the Sunday guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Tate Gordon.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelzie Gordon
were the Saturday night guest
of Mrs. Nora Gordon.
Miss Hautie Banks was the
Saturday night guest of Miss
Sena Clark.
Uncle Mart Reynolds is spend-
ing a few weeks in Tennessee
with his son, and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Henson
were the Saturday afternoon
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Henson.
Miss Dora Henson spena few
days with her little cousin Miss
Elizabeth Henson.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Holley and
children were the Saturday night
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Billie Hen-
son.
There are said to be between
400 and 600 cream separators on
the farms of Webster county, as
compared with about 65 some
five years ago.
Installation of about 40 addi-
tional, machines is being made in
the Bray-Robinson Clothing Co.
factory at Carrollton reports. the
Demomit, of that city. An addi-
tional building will be erected
in 18928, the newspaper declares.
Wonder COAT Values
Lavishly Trimmed: with Fur
MORE WONDERFUL COATS JUST RECEIVED—
Bought by our New York Office at pricets that are re-
markable and will be shown for the first time Monday
--Coats that you would have paid from $45 to $65
_earlier—all with shawl collars of fur that are in de-
mand—colors of Black, Tans and Blues In Venice and
duvteen velours—sizes for the small miss and up to
size 40—
Silk
Kimonos
$8.65
to
" $18.75
New Spring
FROCKS
of FINE CREPES
All the vw Spring
Styles - are in this
showing und priced
Special--
Of one group of
15 SILK AND
SATIN
.FROCKS
7'hat were formerly
murk( d to sell up to
$25) at—
RED FOX
Scarfs
$29.95
and
$34.95
• OF OUR
0% BcItti. Silk
FROCKS
That 1,,rnikirly. s,r'd
up to $1 -,.
KIMONAS and ROBES
Make Useful as Well as Desirable Gifts for Xmas
Crepe
Kimonos
$2.98
1.13
$7.95
r t. r OTHER
Rayon
Bloomers
All colors
Quillrd C-irduroy Blanket
Robes
$3.48 141
to
IFC $7.95
XMAS SUGGESTIONS 111"41-* "‘,/i0
Ranofl Rayon
In RI IllinGI F
forthe HON-
Every woman wants a convenient and beaut . You
could not, therefore, make any selection that woula please her
more than a nice piece of furniture from Morgan & Heath.
May we suggest:-
Cedar Chest Wardrobe Trunk Rockers
Rugs
OBed Stead 
Washington Parlor Furnace S tove 
Davenportils oSvueite KitchenCabinet
Range 
l
Coal Heater
Trunks Suit Cases Hat Boxes Queensware
Enamelware Glassware 
Other Useful and Appreciative Selections
Watches — Clocks — Flashlights - Silverware — Cutlery -
Razors — Queensware — Alumi numware — Air Rifles — Shot
Guns  Foot Balls.
At prices you can afford to pay and where your business
be greatly appreciated.
Morgan & Heath
Full-fashioned and
durable
Specially strong con-
k - struction .
Dance Frocks
Reasonably priced
The Winter's Most
Outstanding One-Price
Featuring a Special Purchase of
Regular $50 Coats at
Lavishly
Fur-Trimmed
Collars and
Cuffs
Luxurious
Linings
of Crepe
and Satin
These Coats at $35 represent a real sacrifice on the part of
the manufacturer. They Were made up to retail at $50 but
we found the maker over-stocked and took a large number off
his hands for cash. Every Coat is fur-trimmed and hosts
We vim truthfully sa5, ,that Wolfson's or no other Paducah
store has offered this season such outstanding Coat values
at those represented in the $35 group. ,
a
•
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\._ Taluted
ts
and
t callework
af
a
Ions are ever useful giftsssand
now come In as many varieties as
one could possibly desire. Some
do not even pretend to he useful
but are frankly ornamental.
is Frilly ones have .their owe
special use. Of these the organ-
die ones are delightftil. Foldeit
a strips rolled into thesform of a
'erose in delicate pastel colors
ito make a thine eatte-Jes of with' edges .piquoted in leaf
doing it, but needs musl'hate shapes 'make these especiallY
manse other .. purpose.; Te. Aearnj ae .charisinc, Cseam :lace ,over pale.
intricate process, for Os SWial pink Is. peed for ether 'cuishions;
purpose of giving away the Soma: Soh:tit:Imes these are encircled
pleted object is one way of going with frills. All sorts of shapes are
at things. Many a woman will sit
ha,
lent rt.,
Others Wrse I co,
strong cannot sliuldn't ts\
down and learn to paint with dyes
or do a ntw stitch in emb'roidery
in order to finish her,Pbristmas
giving, when she wontd not feel
like tackling the process' 'wit pt
this impulse.
There we are.
Dye Painting
If we enjoy painting there are
three very interesting processes
offered this year. If we have
some artistic trainieg, it will
help ever so much, !sot it isn't
absolutely necessary. •
Painting directly on fabrics
with dyes. in a medium that keeps
the dye from spreading i$ one
-way. Painting with lacquer on
plaster composition is another.
And a third way, not so new, but
always capable of variation is a darning stitch, broken here and
painting with oil colors, there with tiny rose buds in pink.
The dye painting is 
.tsed two A narrow lace was used for edg-
ways. On thin light inateria
colors are applied direct
design, and even the des
aupplied. The other way his to
follow the outline of a 4esign
with a thin stream of gesiio on
a dark material, shaking , gold
dust over it before it is I quite
dry. The outlines thus frond are
iffects
d in
ture.
filled in with .color. The
in both cases are fine, g
enlod aryl istera.sting in t
Neatness, of curse is the, first
requisite.
Decorative Waste-Baskets
In using lacquer on Plaster
smpositions neatness is the first
requisite, because the modeled oh- :iy legs that sprawl in everey dir-
Ijects are so good in themeelves ection is awaiting the busy
In their designs, that it ie only needleworker.. s
necessary to follow directions as Among the household articlesto coloring them. Book ends, are ever .so many kinds of stamp.
-snp bases, and plaques with od materials. There are nice
aised design are all ready for practical tea towels and equally
work.
Dull paint on metal waste
jaskets is popular The surface
of the side may be decorated with plain in color or worked in many
an old print pasted flat. Or bous lovely tones.
quets of old fashioned flowers
ma s- be painted on the sides.
Waste baskets can be treated
In a number of ways. One was
covered with felt, and felt cut-out
flowers were used for decoration.
Cushions As Gifts I
is also used effectively
cushions. Stiff little cut out flow-
ers in bright colors are easily
ing. The four pieces completed
looked too sweet and dainty for
words, a tiny slip, a bib and a
bonnet.
And Stuffed Animals
Stuffed animals are all stamp-
ed and ready for some one to
work for baby. A pink pig in
checked gingham was so nice and
cuddy when finished with his
trim white coat and his kerchief
in his pocket. A dog' in spotted
black and white and a lavender
elephant- are also available for
Baby's Christmas.
Felt
s the
the
n is
used. Round ones, oval ones,
square ones and heart-shaped
pillows are ready to give for
Christmas gifts.
Needlework for Baby
Quilted cushions are among
the more useful types. Old fash-
ioned quilting and patchwork are
decorating some, and embroidery
on the sewing machine with silk
thread on satin, cover others.
When one enjoys making
Christmas gifts, especially when
needlework is one's special gift,
the shops afford an almost end-
less variety of lovely things all
stamped and ready to work. Many
of these are so very effective
and yet really simple to work
A set of things for baby comes
to mind. The stich was in blue,
A pup with a lovely "nobody at
home" expression and long. flop-
TIraltical hut ;decorative guest
'owels. Designs on these are sim-
ple or elaborate , as one wishes,
Linens for the House
Sets for the buffet come ready
to work in different materials.
Bedspreads are stamped with de-
signs for single colors, and also
many bright colors combined.
Patchwork or applique of ging-
on ahm to spreads is ready in many
patterns.
At the apron counter are the
made and sewn into place. Cush- loveliest fanciful fluffy articles
one could •ever wish to enabroid-
ser..
Delicate tints of organdie are
piquoted together and need but
a few gay bow knots of flowers
.and lace edgOg o eemplete
them. Bright cretonne ia combin-
moresstordy and practical aprons
and' is ready for smart bindings
of black. "
Bridge Table !Op
,A sweetly grave apron for
grand mother is made of lavender
cross bar organdie, to be. edged
with black lace. A pocket for her
ker. hief will need to be deftly
fastened into place
Sets for the bridge table are
receiving much attention for
Christmas gifts, from the needle-
worker. Cross stitch in Chinese
design is used for the corners of
the cloth and the napkins. Others
have bright bits of gingham ap-
pliqued in flower and fruit
forms.
Some sets are made of fringed
gingham with embroidery in
black. With some folks you just
must use hearts, spades, clubs
and diamonds for decoration, so
there will never be any confusion
as to the purpose of the card
table cover.
Popular Petit Point
Peasant bemroidery of differ-
ent countries is coming into use
for household linens and dresses.
Italian hemstitching will be in
demand indefinitely. Bright col-
ored squares of peasant design on
ecru linen are very effective.
Sometimes on dresses the work
is done in red and blue cross
stitch
point will receive itspet
it 
share of attenetion for a long
time to come. It is possible to buy
a black petit point material on
which to work chairs seats and
cushion covert's.' This material is
in squares and resembles- the
hand-done work so closely that
finished effect is very good. It
saves the needle-worker, the al-
most endless task of filling in
the back ground behind her gay
wreath or bouquet of posies. Petit
point has the very great advan-
tage of weering well, and pays
cne for the long time spent on its
Manufacture. Piece done in this
v;oelc, will always be a treasured
hei loom.
Christmas Spirit in Hand
Wrought Gifts
There dosen't seem to be any
limit to the kind of things one
can make for Christmas. The out-
lay for materials can be most
simple and within reach of any
pocket. Then again one can buy
several expensive skeins of thread
to complete a gift, making it
work is added. Just try buying
most valuable when the hand
hand work and you will realise
how valuable it is. The hand-
wrought gift always seems to
carry more of the true spirit of
Christmas giving.
FARM ITEMS FROM
THE COUNTY AGENT
The county agent is now visit-
in schols over t e county enroll-'
i g Junior 4-H Club members for
next year. The present club year
has just closed with about 70 mem_
hers completing. Many boys and
•girla would like to become CClub
members and raise a project if
.the parents encouraged them or
~were willing. Properly carried
crest fhe project club members rais-
't'S Is both educational and on a
fusancially basis and should ge
oncouraged by parents. The pro-
jects the County agent is ogfering
boys and girls this year is corn,
soybeans, alfalfa, poultry, swine
:awl dairy projects. In some of
the schools sewing will probably
be offered to the girls.
The object of the corn project
is Ito get greater yields'per acre.
The greater the yield, the more
prottable the project. The boy
who undertakes the corn project
has a fine opportunity for study-
ing methods of getting good yields
sited hence the project is very val-
uable.
The farmers of this county are
lust beginning to appreciate the
value of the soybean and corm-
aquently have a great deal to learn
about the crop. For this reason!
soybean projects should not only I
be of interest to club members but
should serve as a valuable demon-
stration in the community. Soy-
beans are an extremely useful
crop in Marshall county and a
wide knowledge concerning‘their
culture is very desirable.
Alfalfa is the greatest forage
crop in the world, and a good
field of it probably the most pro-
fitable one on the farm. Since
limestone has been made availa-
ble to every farmer in the coun-
ty there should be a large num-
ber of boys enrolled in this pro-
ject. Certainly it is worth while
for young farmers - club mem-
bers to learn how to raise this
crop and to learn to appreciate
the possibilities of profit in rais-
ing it. An alfalfa project is a
really worth while project.
The average egg production of
every hen in Kentucky is less
than 60 eggs per year, which
would fall short at least 20 eggs
of paying the feed bill if all the
feed was purchaaed. On the other
hand many poultrymen are get-
tint an egg production of from
120 to 150 eggs and over, thus
making a profit above feed of
from two to three dollars per hen.
Club members are taught the beat
methods of caring for poultry to
make profit. To teach such meth-
ods the poultry project is offered.
Dairying is fast becoming one
of Marshall counties chief sources
of income. To teach the value of
better bred dairy cows and to
start the club member on a pure-
bred dairy project this project is
offered to club members.
The swine project is an old one
in Marshall county and the value
it has had in providing the entire
county with better breeding stock
is eviuent. We want to teach the
future farmers of Marshall coun-
ty the value of keeping at least
one good brood sow on every
farm even when the price Of hogs
are low. Every boy or girl in the
swine project learns the most
profitable method of breeding
hogs and at the same time makes
a profit on his or her project.
When Jesus Was a Boy;
Loved by His Playmates
WHEN It Is cendle-lighting timeon Christmas live, and mother
tota read the "Night Before Christ-
mas." end told you the story of the
Christ Child, of the Wye Men who
came on their soft-stepping camels
across the ;level; of the shepherds.
wee followed the Star; of the angel
sons, and of the manger cradle, have
you ever thought:
"I wonder what sort of a boy Jesus
was whet He was as old as I?"
The Bible el/won't tell much about
His boyhood, hut there are two leg-
•ends which you • may like to remem-
her while the berries are red on the
hotly olei the whole house Is smelling
of evergreen, One tells of a little
lame boy who followed. the shepherds
on that nest Christmas night. While
he was kneeling before ,the Christ
Child, ho felt the tiny *hands touSh
him.. Alien tng arose. de :no longer
needed Ns crutch. .„ Ile who lied al-
ways hebbitsi Kowly and Dolefully 4100
been healed, and could run with ,the
smuttiest,-'
Another legend-i- tells of .the time
when the boy Jesus was playing with
Hits coturefiels'nnd held a lifeless bird
Hoe, tout*, 'and It dew away up. up.
up. IntoMier Nue sky, singing a sung
of thankiigiving. •
These are only legends. They may
not be true, but of this we may be
sure: the boy Josue was well loved,
by His playmates, and lie was al-
ways kite' and thoughtful.
Suppose you take one of the candies'
from the tree and tie It up In a knot
of holly berries where you can see It
often. As often as you see It remem-
ber that Christmas is the birthday of
the Christ Child. So try to he like
Him by doing some kind deed every
day.—Frank It. Sweet.
(4. 1137. Weitorn Newspaper Union.)
There is a big demand among
Owen county farmers for well-
bred cattle and sheep.
Official cow testing will be
started in Zallard county, as a re-
sult of interest aroustd by the
Naitonal Dairy Exposition in
Memphis, Tenn.
Three model poultry houses 20
x 40 feet in size were built in
Montgomery county, In October.
! Four hundred and sixteen peo-
ple attended an annual "rural
school field meet" in Boyd coun-
ty.
Yo1/4--,0k-6,44*
Sent a Box of Mistletoe
to Recall a First Kiss
6 C MN' on the dotted line, ladV."
s..7 "But are you sure this l's for
me?"
"It saya, "Miss Martha Brent.- 220
Constant]; ain't that you? There's no
mistake; its yours all right."
Miss Brent drew the Nix Into the
house and opened It with trembling
halide. And there stood a box tilled
with mistletoe, lovely white berries
like pearls.
"What In the world!" ejaculated
Miss 111-ent..
"Mistletoe for an old maid! It must.
be a Joke'!"
Hut she took It out and decorated
bPTrbtairtlY . nliglIliTtneher door hell rung. When'
she went to the door there stood a.
prosperous, middle-need man.
His hair was -heginning to turn gray
.and he had a vaguely familiar look.
"Miss Martha," he said, "thirty
years ago ['alight we were attending
a party at ?tary Holland's. I kissed
you under the isistietoe and you boxed
my ears soundly. I' said. thought
girls Ilk-•d to he ki.sed.' You replied,
Not by a I.:mid-for-nothing Filyser-
ald.'
'I'm es! ip•-•r good•for-rothins. May
f try n'.: 'a. Martha?"—Jane nnth.
W•,tern Newxtotper 77p!on
The Way He Figures
"I'm afraid, child, you are asking old
Santa for too much this year."
"Well, It is a good bit, mother, but
sin' all the toys he's got he'll never
miss Sim."
YoFc--tYs'k---Nrkor
Lots Like Him December 25
Mrs. Bim—Harry took part in a
Christmas play lust night and today
he's so hoarse he can hardly talk.
Mrs. ham—Oh, he was the leading
man, then?
"No, he was the prompter."
phristmas Superstition
There Is an old superstition that
nine holly leaves tied In a handker-
chief with nine knots and placed un-
der the pillow on Christmas night will
cause the sleeper to dream of his or
her future wife or husband.
Drinking the Wassail
The ancient custom of wassailing
was always an indispensable factor
in the celebration attendant to the old-
time Christmas, New Year's and
Twelfth Night.
Rosemary for Christmas
Rosemary once played a tar greater
part than holly in Christmas decora-
tions.
Tribune ADS bring results.
70TH CONGRESS TO
OPEN DECEMBER 5
Tax Revision), .11t2od elief Chief
Problems To Be
Faced.
Washington, Nov. 2'6. — The
Seventieth Congress has made a
running start for its first session
which begins a week from Mon-
day, but it has a long, hard win-
ter and spring ahead of it.
The host of returning senators
and representatives today found
a tax revision bill and several
appropriations measures, peactic-
aIly ready for House action and
a fair beginning made eon the
ttertiendnus 'problem of Mod_ re-
lief,. 
.
ikewise organization slates inl 
the two houses lave been set up
tor formal approval with every
indication thet the Republican
majorities would again have con-
trol of the Senate and the House.
While organization of the
House will be perfected on the
opening day, that of the Senate
may be delayed until the second
or third day of the session while
the row over the seating of Sen-
ators-elect Frank L. Smith, of
Illinois and Wilson S. Vare, of
Pennsylvania, both Republic;
is being threshed out. siesIdn- But
tportant
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USED CARS
""whh an Mai .i.ou 12 S
Amazing Values and Easy Te
If you expect to buy a
used car—come to our
salesroom and inspect our
stock of O.K.'d resondi-
tioned cars. We have the
car you *sant tat a priee
that will please you—and
our terms are unusually
reasonable, v.-Ph the low-
est financing charges
available.
The red "O.K." tag
tached to the radiato
every one of our reco
tioned cars, is your d
nite asst.rance of qual
and value. It means
the car as been gone o
completely by expert
ebonies, using genii'
par..8 for ail replaceme•
Watch for this tag-
buy w it .h con tidtin,•e.
Benton Motor Co.
BENTON, KY.
Food Specials
For the Holidays
When planning for large holiday
ners, you can simplify preparations
reduce erpenses by using this list
guide.
Wolfe's Best hulk coffee, 2 lbs. 
Wolfe's Extra best Coffee, 2 Tbs.  
Evaporated Peaches, 2 pounds 
Prunes, per pound 
Salpions, per can 
Great Northern Beans, 7Ths fqr  
Dried Apricots, per pound 
Wesson Oil, per pt. 
Marshmellow Cream, per pt.
Jelly, 2 1-2 pounds
Jelly, 5 pounds  
1/b Maxwell House coffee 
31b can Maxwell House Coffee  
E-Z Flow salt, 3 pkgs. for  ss.2 boxes Kellog;gs Corn flakes 
2. boxes Post Bran 
.. .25
Gallon New Orleans molasses 
1-2 gallon New Orleans Molasses 
 
 .51
6 boxes Matches 
Peck Potatoes 
Blue Bell Flour, none better for  
Extell Flour, a good one for 1.01
Sugar, 15 pounds 1.01
• 6•1
•
Wolfe's Cash & Carry
"Same Goods for Less Money"
Next door to Bank of Marshall County. assims. Kjt
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"I'm afraid, child, you ate asking old
Santa for too much this year."
"Well, it is a good tilt. mother, but
iti all the toys he's got he'll never
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Lots Like Him December 25
Mrs. Rim—harry took part fro a
Christmas play last night and today
he's so hoarse he can hardly talk.
Mrs. itam—Oh.•he was the leading
man. then?
"No. he was the prompter."
Christmit.s Superstition
There Is ant old superstition that
nine holly leakes tied In a handker-
.•illef with nine knots and placed un-
der the pillow on Christmas night will
cause the sleeper to dream of his or
her future wife or husband.
Drinking the Wassail
The ancient custom of wassailing
was always an indispensable factor
in the celebration attendant to the old-
time Christmas, New Year's and
Twelfth Night_
• Rosemary for Christmas
Rosemary once played a tar greater
part than holly to Christmas decora-
tions.
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The red "O.K." tag. •
tached to the radiator
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and value. It means th
the cart. as been gone ov
completely by expert m
chanics, using genuia'
parts for ail replacemet t ts,.-  ,
IWatch 'for this tag— an
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When p1anni for large holiday l•
ners, you can snplify preparations
reduce erpensei by using this list
guide.
Wolfe's Best bulk coff
Wolfe's Extra best (a
Evaporated Peaches,
Prunes, per pound ..1 
Salmons, per can ..
Great Northern Ilean-w' 'Ms for 
Dried Apricots, per ptnd 
Wesson Oil, per pt.
Marshmellow Cream,
Jelly, 2 1-2 pounds t
Jelly, 5 pounds ...
llb Maxwell House
31h can Maxwell -Ho
E-Z Flow salt, 3 pkgt
2 boxes Kelloggs Cora
2 boxes Post Bran
Gallon New Orleans
1-2 gallon New
6 boxes Matches
Peck Potatoes
Blue Bell Floor, Oen
Extell Flour, a good
Sugar, 15 pounds ....
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-, Mrs. Arzilla McCord, of Padu
Cab is the guest of her niec
Mrs. R. Beasley, and family thi
week. .
There is a reason why so man
people prefer . MOrgan & Heat
When they are in need of a ftin
ern' director. 
.
, Mrs. R, R. McWaters .has ad
tented a: ;position with Gatlin
Fergeraori Co: for the 'holidays :0
the balcony. floor. She will be i
rhaxge of toys and gifts in tha
.iectien of the' store, and will v, e
tome her friends there.
:..Den'f overlook our new line o
irunks, and suit cases for Xma
Maitan & Heath.
M. G. Crawford, of Puryear
. W. E. Gatlin, of Paris
Tenn., and- E. B. Fergerson, o
Paducah, attended a stock hold
ers meetiog of the Gatlin-Ferger
Son store here Wednesday. Mr
and Mrs. Fergerson were- guest
of Mrs. W. C. Rowe and Messrs
Gatlin and Crawford were guest
of Mr. and Mm. J. T. Midyett in
the day. Mr. Midyett and his sta
et the store were highly comp!'
*tented by the directors for th
Sttractive decorations and ar
rangement of the huge Christ
inas stock in the store.
7 bars White Napila or Ligh
house laundry soap or 25 cent
at Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
Get your ('hristmas candies
frrm the Young People's Mission
ary Society.
Meu. do you wish to know how
to &Choi% a quarrelsome woman he
place? Then see Pop liarrington
;n The Patsy.
Mrs. Will Ely was brough
. ome Tupsday from the I. g. Hos
i4al, Paducah, where she-under
iv'erit an operation for complica
lions two weeks ago.
Notice the number of people
111het prefer trading/with Morgan
Heath then you can tell ail<
Sells the best quality at the low
est prices.
; Girls, do you understand the
Phycholigy of love making?
Watch PlItcy win the men she
1
.feves.
The members of the M. E.
church packed a Christmas box
for the Wesley house, at Louis-
ville, Wednesday, at the home of
Mrs. Ethel Aaron. Donations werd
liberal and a nice box was pack-
ed. .
Heys. Luv your new shot guns,
rifles, and loaded' shells from
Morgan & Heath.
Get your Christmas candies
frrm the Young People's Mission-
ary Society._
The Penton Independents de-
;eated the Calvert City Independ-
ents 32 to 7 here Tuesday night
at the association barn. The Cal-
vert City -team was short some of
their regulars and did not play
up to form.
We all appreciate our neigh-
hot-5 and good warm friends when
we are in need of them. That is
why so many people prefer Mor-
-fan & Heath when they are in
need of a funeral director.
Este! W, Copeland, of Route 2,
was a bulkiness visitor in Benton
Monday.
Come in and let us show you a
new Washington range and telt
you all about them, then you will
want the new range at the preie
we ask for them, Morgan and
Heath.
Why shouldn't you cry over
spilled milk? Find the answer in
The Patsy.
Malroy Morris, of Paris, Tenn.
advertising manager for the Rey-
nolds Stores, Inc., 'spent Satur-
day and Sunday here as guest of
John T. Midyett and family. Mr.
Morris wrote the double-page ad-
-ertisement for Gatlin-Fergerson
Co. in this issue of the Tribune-
Democrat.
If you sell a good quality at a
reasonable price and render a
riend'ly service on every occas-
on you will win the friendship
nd good will of the people, Mor-
an & Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Pace, of
Briensburg, will move the first o
be year to (•allowav county, on
Almo, Ky., Route 2, where Mr.
ace will farm next year on his
'ether's place. Burgess Lindsey
as leased Mr. Pace's farm near
Briensburg.
We appreciate our friends and
ustomers and we will prove it
o you by selling you what you
-ant for a small profit, Morgan
Heath.
Red Kars or Golden CeI-Wel
yrup per gallon 50c at Gatlin-
ergerson Co.
ary Society.
What Is to happen on Dee. 22?
The high school students are
staging The Patsy.
\
he origin of the Christmas
tr1e is traceable to the union of
two elements, first to the old
Roman custom of decking houses
with laurel and greens on the Ka-
lenda of January, and secondly,
the belief that at Christmas time
the apple and other trees blos-
somed and bore fruit.
Besides beautifying. t h ei r
homes,. the old Romans. made,
gifts to the goddess Strenia —
gifts of honeyed things. Great
was taken to• do things well, for
the met of the year was to bear
witness to the actiOn of this day.
The other belief concerning flow-
ering trees is connected, no
doubt, with , the story of Sain
Joseph of Arimathea, wis? when
I•te settled at Gastonbury ,huried
his atafr in the ground. 1Ohlos-
mimed and bore leaves eN;
Christmas Eve. Not only did th
tredrflourish, but every thorn of
that 'species in all Britian blos-
somed at the same time every
year.'
The first historical mere- -a of
the Christmas tree, as we know
it, occurs in the diary of a citi-
zen of Strasburg, Germany, who
wrote in 1605:
"At Christmas they set up fir
trees in the parlors at Strausburg
and hang thereon roses cut of
many colored paper, apples, wa-
fers, fold foil, and the like."
Candles as trimming are first
mentioned in 1739 when Karl
Gottfried Kisaling, of the Univer-
sity of Wittenburg relates a visit
to a certain lady of his acquaint-
ance, who trimmed a separate
tree for each of her children,
placing their individual presents
THE TRIBUNE
-DEMOCRAT, BENTON, KY.
Get your Christmas candies, be/teeth.: Besides nuts and fruits that was because of high water.
from the Young People's-Mission- and brightly 'colored 'papers she There now to muoh interest in
had trimmed the tiny trees with alfalfd in the county, and many
candles. Ifarmers plan -to sow borne next
With the advance of the corn- spring."
teetith century ' Christmas trees
became fairly general and spread
from Germany to many other
European countries and then to
America.
Where are you going on the
night of the 2?nd? lot going to
see The Patsy.
Growing three tons of alfalfa
to the acre where-none grew -be-
fore Ives accomplished this year
by Charles Bennett, a Breokins
ridge county farmer. County -
Agent 0, B. Travis tells. how he I
dick.. it.
. 7vve held a meeting of a .group
of, farmers at Charles Bennett's
farm near UniOn Star to show
that alfalfa can be grown sue-
ceesf ully. if we supply the neces-
sary elements to the soil.
"On a three-acre plot of ordi-
nary ground he grew three tons
of alfalfa to the acre with the
use of two tons of limestone and
300 .pounde of acid phosphate to
the 'acre. ,.He failed to leave a
plot Without limestone, but did
leave one plot without acid phos-
phate. Although some alfalfa
grew on the plot without phos-
phate, all present agreed that it
was only about half so good as
alfalfa growing on land which
had been limed and phosphated.
"When Mr. Bennett began to:
sow alfalfa his neighbors said itt
would not grow. "You can't grow.
alfalfa here." they told him.,
Those same neighbors now plan)
to try some for themselves next
spring. One already has hauled
limestone for his land.
"Only one farmer who tried to
grow alfalfa this year failed, and
Todd county junior 4-H dairy
calf club members exhibited 1,0
calves at the National Dairy Ex-
position in Memphis. Mildred
Carr won third o na heifer in the
state championship class. The
ten calves, shown as lava groups
In a special group ,elass, won
sixth and seventh places. The
Elkton Chamber of Commerce
financed sending the calves to
the national show.
Only 'a small percentage Of the
electrical energey that flowr
through the filament in a light
bulb, goes to the production of,
visible light. The rest passes off
as heat rays that cannot be seen
by the eye. In some bulbs, as much
as ninety-four per cent of the cur-
rent is unused for actual light.
leaving the unit only six per cent
efficient so far as illumination is
concerned.
The Barbourvi I libeirsitta7Iti Club
recently closed a series of week-
ly meetings in rural communi-
ties, having for its purposes a
better understanding between
farmers and town people.
BOROZON E
Li NOT a Bahama
It se the new antiseptic intory ono
61toutd have reedy for use *limn
rtoodiolltfor cut% wrootatititursto. .
It d heals. auk. at.d
bOtri by
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
There are several good reasons why you should let us
care for your beauty needs. Our work will reveal to you
many unknown arts in the manners of beauty culture.
We are especially trained and our prices are right.
HORS, MARCELS,' FACIALS, SHAMPOOS an.
MANICURES
Mrs. Addle Wallace
Calvert City, Ky.
This is the logical place to buy
GIFTS FOR MEN for they'll appre-
ciate their quality and style. Here
in this store is something to delight
the heart of every man and boy.
Shirts Pajamas Sweaters Gloves
Belts Belt Sets Overcoat
Hat Cap New Suit Slippers
Handkerchief s Sheepskin- Coats
Things Here for Little Fellows
Little fellows appreciate THINGS
TO WEAR just as dad or brother.
We have many suggestions here
that will please them exactly. Suits,
Overcoats, Boots, Caps, toboggans,
etc.
For the Out-of-Doors Man!
We make a speciality of clothing
for the hunter, farmer and out-of-
doors man. Give Him a hunting
coat, hunting cap, sweater, sheep
lined coat or high top boots.
REMEMBER WE ARE EXCLUS-
IVE AGENTS FOR M. BORN &
CO. HIGH CLASS TAILORING
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When Jesus Was a *Sy;
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:It a Box of Mistletoe
to Recall a First Kiss
l!r•I `. 1 •Urt. tilts Is fir
raid, child, you are wilting ol(t\
Sint er too much this year."
••Weti, It Is a good bit, mother, but
:ill the toys he's got he'll never
lent."
Lots Like Hun December 25
Ntrs. Rim—Barry took part In •
iliristrilas play, lust night and today
he's so hoarse he can hardly talk.
Mrs. ISAM—t)h, he was the leading
man. then?
"No, he was the prompter."
Christmas Superstition
There Is an old superstition that
r. tie holly leaves tied in a handker-
.1ilef with nine knots and placed un-
der the pillow on Chrlatmas night will
,ause the sleeper to dream of his or
her future wife or hnsbatoL.
Drinking the Wassail
The atielent custom of wassailing
was always an indispensable factor
In the celebration attendant to the old-
time Christmas. New Year's and
Twelfth Night.
Rosemary for Christmas
Rosemary once played a far greater
part than holly In Christmas decora-
tions.
Revision, Flood
Problems .10
Faced.
Washington, Nov. 2tk The
Seventieth Congress has made a
running start for its first session
which begins a week from Mon-
day, but it has a long, hard win-
ter and spring ahead of it.
The host of returning senators
and _representatives today found
a fax revision bill and several
appropriations meaSUres.. practic-
ally ready for House action and
a fair beginning made -op the
tremen4lous 'problem of flood re-
lief.
Likewise organization, slates in
the two houses have been set up
tor formal approval with every
indication that the Republica
majorities would again have cons
trol of the Senate and the House.
While organization of ties
House will be perfected en the
, opening day, that of the Senate
may be delayed until the second
or third day of the session while
the row ,over the seating of Sen-
ators-elect Frank L. Smith, of
•Illinois ; and Wilson S. Vare, of
ennsylvania, both Republic
being threshed out. —
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USED CARS
If you expect to buy
used car--come Ite
salesroom and inspect
stock of O.K.'d neon
tinned cars. We have
ear you ait at a pr
that will, 2e yotg=a
our tertns are unusua
reasonable, v.ith the lo
est financing char
available.
The red "O.K." tag
tached to the radiator
every one.of our recon.
tinned ears, is your de
nite assurance o, oval%
and value. It means th
the car Las been gone ov
comnletely by expert m
chanies,_using geouit
par_s for all replacemen
Watch for this tag,. an-
buv ith confidence.
Food Sp ials
For the Hqlidays•
When planning for ic ge holiday 1"
ners, you can simplify eparations
reduce erpenses by usi this list z
guide.
Wolfe's Best hulk coffee, 2 lbs.
Wolfe's Extra best Coffee, 2 tba.
Evaporated Peaches, 2 pounds
Prunes, per pound 
Salmons, per can 
Great Northern Beans, 71bs
Dried Apricots, per pound  
Wesson Oil, per pt.  
Marshmellow Cream, per pt.  
Jelly, 2 1-2 pounds  
Jelly, 5 pounds
11b Maxwell House coffee  
31b can Maxwell House ('offee
E-Z Flow salt, 3 pkgs. for  
2 boxes Kelloggs Corn flakes
2 boxes Post Bran
Gallon Neiy Orleans molasses
1-2 galfon New Orleans Mol
6 boxes Matches  
Peck Potatoes
Blue Bell Flour, none better fo
Extell Flour, a good one for
Sugar, 15 pounds 1.0
 
 
.4
 
 1.1
 
1.0
;1
Wolfe's Cash & Carry
"Same Goods for•Le Money" ".
Next door to Bank of %umbel' Be Ey;
Rev. Burkhart filled his regu-
lar appointment at the Baptist
church, Sunday and Sunday
night.
Mrs. W. T. Timmons, who has
been ill of pneumonia is now im-
proving.
Mr, and Mrs. Howard Pippin
spent the week end with her par-
ents Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ridge-
way and family.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Culp and
family have just returned home
from St. Louis where htey have
been visiting for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harrel
were in Paducah Monday on
business.
Mrs. Earl Hall who has had
the flu is now improving.
Mr. Pearlvin Gipson has been
very ill for some time but is now
recovering.
Mr. W. M. Lawrence pro-
gressing rapidly with the new
garage he is building.
The community meeting was
success Friday night in spite of
the extreme cold weather. The
quilt that the high school girls
and out alders pieced was also
given away that night. The num-
ber that got it was 284 and Mr.
Gailon Baker had that number.
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Howard
were visiting here last week-end.
Reece Metcalf is home from
Evansville, Ind., attending the
bedside of his father who is very
A wedding of much interest is
that of Mr. Lemon Hamilton and
Miss Elizabeth Vick of Living-
(
.
Save Here On
Christmas Groceries
Y-"We have a splendid line of fruits,
nuts, candies and other good things for
Your Christmas Eats.
Those who trade here know how much money we s
ave
them. We invite you to ask any of our customers abo
ut the
low prices and treatment they get at this store.
WE SELL CHEAP BECAUSE:-
We pay no rent—no light bill—no delivery 
boy—no
extra clerks—no money lost by credit—buy for 
cash—sell
for cash—get all the discounts and save custom
ers as well
as trouble.
Our Business Is Growing All the Time —
There Must Be Reasons
Smith's Cash Store
. 
Calvert City, Ky.
Women's Silk How
98c. A Ise grades
ra $1.39 and
$1.59.
Women's Feb WCIlnene Hese*
Steppe's_ Sof t prodder Sow Rd.
bosserimmet Assorted. ~es.
CHRISTMAS IS COMING!
KINN67 Is Ready with Abundant Gifts
THE Society f•Sr the Prevention 
of
Useless Giving makes Kinney's its
Christmas headquarters. For Kinney
has nothing but !Useful gifts—gifts of
the sort folks buiy for themselves.
First of all, thee is Kinney Hosiery
—of every sort r men, women and
children—fine uality hosiery at low
prices—and pac ed in holiday boxes
all ready for ChTistmas.
Then there ar4 Kinney Slippers for
everybody — M ccasins. Romeos,
Julies, Everett Fausts and many
other types,--ill of Kinney quality
and at Kinney low prices.
New Kinney boots andshoes for men
and boys, new Kinney arctics, over-
shoes and other line footwear for
women and girls—everything is ready
for you at Kinney's cady and wait-
ing to make hearts glad on Christmas
morning.
Come to Kinney's now. You will
find prompt. courteous service, an un-
crowded store that enables you to
shop at leisure and the fincstChrist-
mas gifts you can buy.
790— 19",111. 12-inch Tan Moccasin Elk
Hish-cut. Bellows Tongo• to been owe
the cirri Ind mow. Wealth.% 1rtg• Wear-
ins composition *roles and ruhlo,
Mrkel eyelets Focket °nosh, it,,. ,sn.
sawing a knife. Sires 1 to 5V2.. $3.98.
1010 13V2—$3.49-
Won,.. 'r Feit.tne
Juliet. Trtnemed
with silk Ribbon.
Leather sole and
keel. Assorted
mien. $1.49.
Women'seaserskoe.
Black With Pearl
Ca. Also is Tan.
Grayer Black $2 29.
Aliases' sizas $1.98.
ston county. Everyone wish them
happiness.
Mr. and Brs. J. S. O'Daniel
have returned home from Pink-
neyville, Ill., where they have
been employees of Lue Welch.
One of the members of our
county board, Mr. Jim Brien gave
a days work on our new building,
which was highly appreciated.
Our new school building will
be completed by hristmas.
Little Vernon Howard, who
happened to a serious accident
here at school and getting his
eye so badly hurt is improving.
The sight of his eye is saved.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Frizzell re-
turned to Cincinnati, after a
three weeks visit with their par-
ents, Mr. W. S. Howard and Mr.
and Mrs. John Frizzell, of Route
One.
There will be a Christmas tree
here ni the high school auditor-
ium Friday morning December
23rd. The grades are preparing a
splendid program. Everyone is
invited. Come and see how in-
Hon. H. B. Holland and nephew
Willard Holland spent Saturday
night with Mrs. G. M. Holland.
Donald Shepherd of Cumber-
land City, Tenn., has been a vis-
itor in our town for the past few
days.
Francis Goheen who is attend-
ing Tilghman high school spent
the week end with his parents,
Mr. anad Mrs. G. L. Goheen.
George Holland, Jr., attended
the ball game at Reidland Friday
night.
Rev. J. J. Gough preached at
the Baptist church Sunday morn-
ing and evening.
011iver Goheen has returned
home from Flint, Mich.
William Heath, who is employ-
ed by the Scott Tie Co., of Joppa,
Ill., spent Saturday night with
home folks.
Mrs. W. H. Goheen and sister
PADUCAH DRY GOODS CO. HOLDS BIG
PLACE IN PADUCAH RETAIL BUSINESS
Having as Re slogan, "A Pro-
gressive Store for a Progressive
City." the Paducah Dry Goods
Co., which occupies the. large and
handsome former Rieke building
on the southeast corner of Fourth
and Broadway, Paducah, Dry
Goods Co. has gained an enviable
place in the business life of wes-
tern Kentucky in the few short
months since its doors were
thrown open to the public.
Only a first glance is needed
upon entering the store to see
that it lives up jo every letter in
its slogan. Every item of mer-
chandise is splendidly displayed
to make choosing easiest and most
satisfactory to the purchaser and
the firm extesnively advertises
unequivocally guarantees that it
does not carry seconds or sub-
standard merchandise of any
kind.
The store is one of chain of
32 operated throughout the larg-
er cities of the United States, and
enjoys a tremendous buying pow-
er that enables it to buy tavrey
kind of merchandise at the lowest
possible prices. re store is also
operated upon a very low margin
ofsleling expense and profit that
makes it possible fo0 it to sell
goods at the very lowest price.
The stores sells for cash, there-
by eliminating many of the ex-
penses connected with doing a
credit business and these savings
are also passed to the customer
in the form of lower pric6 on
all merchandise.
Since taking over the building,
it has been redecorated in the
most attractive manner and its
arrangements for the display nad
choosing of merchandise is re-
garded as truly remarkable in its
simplicity and convenience for
the shopper.
The store is ably managed by
Mr. Arthur C. Weintraub, who
came to Paducah from Buffalo,
New York, where he wits manager
of one of the largest stores in
the chain. Mr. Weintraub taices
a deep and incessant interest in
the satisfaction of the customers
at the Paducah Dry Goods Com-
pany and supervises one of the
most pleasant and efficient sales
forces it has ever been our pleas-
ure to meet.
Mrs. Cora Williams were in Pa-
ducah Wednesday.
Messrs. Laurelle Heath, Vida
and Mary Jo Holland and Messrs.
Brien Holland, Nevil McCoy and
Loman Harrison, motored to Cal-
vert City last Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Burnett Holland and chil-
dren are visiting Mrs. liolland'a
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarley
Solomon of Calvert City ItAite 2.
Miss Charlene Hollanl has
been visiting relatives near
Sharpe and Little Cypress for
the ,past few days.
Aden Love was a business vis-
itor-in Paducah Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Lilly spent
Saturday night with Mrs. Lilly's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Lilly.
Elmer Lindsey escaped unin-
jured when he over turned his
truch containg a load of hogs
Wednesday morning.
Burnett Holland and Jim Love
killed eleven ducks Friday morn-
ing.
Messrs. Alden Love, William
Heath, George Locker and Jim
Love were visitors in Benton
Monday after having spei
season on the The Cotton ;B'
show boat.
Nevi' McCoy w
Murray, Saturday
JOHNSTON SC H
The following parents
our school lsat month: Mr!
tie Elkina, and mother, Mr
Johnston, Mrs. Ruth Gay.
Honor Rool—Grade one
Lawrence Henson, Eural E
Grade two — Mary Et!
kins, Johnnie McNeally,
Dotson, Layman i,Aft.
Grade three— Maretta
Francis Clark, Mary Joe
Grade four — Deas Elkii
alon Johnston, Duel Parr
K. Johnston.
Grade five — Treva P
Barkley Smith.
Grade eight — Orlyn Jo
Louellyn Wyatt, Kenneth
Our attendance last mon
95 per cent.
Every patron of our dir
especially invited to vii
school and see what we art
and how your children
ting along. We want you.
THE WISE MAN FORESTALLS FL
ANCIAL LOSS FROM FIRE, THEI
WINDSTORM OR OTHER CAUSE WIl
INSURANCE
BE WISE. PLAY SAFE. LET US SHO
YOU HOW TO FULLY PROTECT YOL
POSSESSIONS AT THE LEAST POS
BLE COST,
Joe Ely
INSURANCE
Successor to
GEO. E. LONG
The Kind Appreciated J.:37 Any Man or Wom.: _2
It isn't difficult to please a man or woman with a Yuletide
 Gift if you
store that has scores -of beautiful and appreciative gifts.
Hart-Lockwood's is such a- store. 4This Christmas we have 
more gifts for
and women folks than ever befpre. And the assortments 
arc so large and 'so ‘aricd it
;cid be an easy task to find just i‘hat you want at the price y('u want to pa
y.
411.C:
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I nnot buy ' et the
rig for this, because
yo is already xehausted
by purchases, you can
al ge an attractive tr
wit es you have and add
so original touch—:
sflst gum drops, a toy
tre rig of holly, if that
is available.
buy a breakfast set,
cunning tray with
to hold magazines,
ed fortunatel What
ose? WedgeAod in
vendor knobs and
intz pattern with
for handles? Or
ne with adorable /
ed over it and
the lids? —
sugar bowl has one, the cof-
and chocolate pots, the hot
r pitcher and the lid to the
red diah.
! Coffee by the Fire
1/'hile you are deciding this im-
portantt question, you may re-
mernber you felt it would be so
nCiee to have your after dinner
coffer in front of the fireplace.
A perfectly delightful set is
wajing for you all arranged on
ass tray with silver handles.
The charming coffee pot is band-
ed vith silver lustre on white.
Bands of silver decorate the dain-
ty ceps and the cigarette box
whidh matches. A little glass
comkote of red candles could be
added to make a little Christmas
touch with some fragrant mints.
If you are having a house par-
ty,s nd guests ar edashing and t
out n Christmas errands before
the day, and afterwards about
the u inter sports, lunch may
have to be served quite informal-
ly on bare table with lace
mats under the plates.
• Spanish Glass Sets
On, a refectory table for such
lunch times, the crude Spanish
glass sets would seem useful and
parti ularly appropriate. A cen-
terpi cc of fruit in a large green
bowl of this bubbly glass, plates
an •ups of green, sturdy look-
ing t rnblers and fat red candles
with liver holly tied to them
would Snake any guest want to
eat. ,
Then there is Christmas dinner
to be considered. One can spend
plenty of time on that, for it is
one of the rare leisurely occas-
ions in a busy world. All the
little niceties, all the sophisticat-
ed bist of formality can be used
for Christmas dinner.
Table Sets for Xmas
A formal table of unustial dig-
nity was set with beautiful serv-
ing plates an o bronze linen cloth
with stags racing over it. p.:ach
plate had a lovely pheasant in
natural colors in the center, with
a border of gold on red. .
The tumblers were of amber
cut glass, fat and squatty in
shape. A stunning candelabra of
crystal and bronze atoll in the
center with black candles in it.
Large crystal boat
-shaped bowls
held fruit at either end.
A less formal setting more di-
rectly suggesting Christmas used
fruit for a centerpiece — a love-
ly big bowl of it with large grapes
tumbling over the edge. , Tall,
slim white candles in low green
glass holders had loops of green-
ery tied to each pair, from candle
to candle. Etched green glass
plates were set in place with a
stunning goblet on guard.
For the Yule Dinner
Near each glass butte: plate a
tiny Christmas tree ,stood. Sure-
ly with such a setting the Christ-
In8a dinner would taste better
than usual.
Equally precise and exquisite
in its appointments was another
table that used green Minton
We have made elaborate preparations for
Christmas, and are ready to give In" valu-
able advice to our customers when they
come to us with that impelling question
• "What Shall I Give?"
We will respond with an immediate an-
swer suggesting a thousand and one gift
things—a few of which are suggested here
GLADSTONE BAGS
OVERNITE BAGS VANITY CASES
MKIATNIISAGS 
FIrrjD CASES
CURE SETS R*Nt) BAGSDRESSING CASES BILL W)1nc
THE
EXCLUSIVE
PADUCAH
HOME OF
HARTMANN
WARDROBE
TRUNKS.
chinç on white damask. Its cen-
e was of red and silve'r
With licate glass flowers scat-
tered through. Green glass vases
on crystal standards held can-
dies; Goblets on this table were
of red wit% a white pattern cut
In the glass.
A new color scheme for Christ-
mas was most effective in mul-
berry, silver, green and white. A
handsome old mulberry dinner
set suggested this idea. Each dish
made you think of old Willow
Ware, with its quaint, comfort-
able shapes, but each was decor-
ated in mulberry with "vistas"—
yuo know, formal and odd little
scenes with trees that never
grew, buildings with bulbous
towers and stiff little figures.
The Pewter Idea
Pewter seemed sepecially ap-
propriate with mulberry, and an
opportunity to bring out all the
family heirlooms was afforded.
White candles in old pewter can-
dlesticks lighted this table.
An ancestral linen cloth was
used to form a pleasing back-
ground. The center piece between
the pewter candles was a mirror
surrounded by wee pine branch-
es. Tiny white figures coasted
and slid on the ice minor.
Words of Wisdom
And no matter how you set
your table or what color scheme
you use, bear in mind the words
of a little old lady of seventy-
one:
"The very best way to enter-
tain a guest, my dear, is to let
him do exactly as he pleases."
Then she sweetly added:
"No one really cares though,
what the wisdom of seventy-one
years has to teach."
HYDRAULIC RAM SUPPLIES
WATER TO FARM HOUSE
At a total cost of $110, Pilson
Smith, a Green county farmer,
installed a hydraulic ram which
is furnishing an everlasting sup-
ply of water to his farm home.
Placing the ram where it se-
cured elan from a spring, water
is lifted 65 feet over a distance
of 560 feet to an elevated tank
near the house.
By the aid of a standpipe in
the line from the spring to the
ram, Mr. Smith was able to In-
crease materiaily the efficiency
of the ram.
A 1-inch drive pipe is used
from the spring to the ram and a
1-2 inch discharge pipe from the
ram to the elevated tank. About250 gallons of water are pumped
per 24
-hour day, supplying the
kitchen and bath room, win the
overflow piped to the barn for
the stock.
Mr. Smith lists the cost of in-
stalling the ram as follows:-
pipe, $64; ram, $16; tank, WS,
and labor, $6. County Agent J.
H. Atkerson and Earl G. Welch,
agricultural engineer for the
College of Agriculture of the
University of Kentucky, helped
Mr. Smith make the 'survey and
otherwise advised him concern-
ing his water system.
Mr. Smith is securing a mod-
er-n water system for his home
at practically the cost of inter-
est on $110, or $6.60 per year.
Twenty-five Knox countf far-
mers purchased 15 carloads of
lime during November, hauling it ;
two to 10 miles. One carload was
hauled 7 to 10 miles.
Christmas affairs are not complete without Ice Cream
or Ices made by GoldblooM. Besides the regular favorite
flavors, we are making special new creations for Christ-
mas. Special orders given prompt and careful 4ttention.
Deliveries made any time you indicate.
Stop by your neares aoldbloom dealer's today and
take hope a carton of G abloom Ice Cream for the even-
ing meal.
Your taste tells you that ice cream covered with choco-
late is a most delightful way to eat ice cream. That's why
so many folks buy Eskimo Pies.
Peel back the wrapper---eat them like you would a ba-
nana. You'll enjoy Eskimo Pies.
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TEACHERS HEAR DR.
HIRE AT MEETING
Only lr Present to Hear Ad-
Only eleven of the apprt -
ately twenty-five high sch olrn
ters of the coonty were p e-
ee ttet "e meeting here last . t- EAST ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
es. E
v kees (1)vhich the teach rs
East St. Louis, Ill., Dec. 15
J
 (U.
;* l  Hire, of he
8 College, deli er S. Dept. of Agri.) —e Hogs — Re-
dress on "Rec
Practical Edu
Eggs 
Hens
Springers 
Leghorns 
Roosters 
Rutter  
Geese 
Ducks 
•
said that the rec4nt
•not to specialize in
ool work so as to Ulm
ished farmers, teachers or
duates completely trained for
other professional work but to
give a broad, general, well-bal n-
eed course in high school.
The teachers present at he
meeting were:- G. G. Wadling-
ton, Homer Holland and Ledna
Arnold, Calvert City; H. F.
Smith and Aughtum Smith, Bir-
mingham; Miss Ethyle Powell,
Aurora; J. P. Truitt, Brewers;
Junius Lewis, Hardin and Miss
Attie Faughn and L. D. Williains,
Benton and John H. Bondurant,
Sharpe.
"An honest confession is good
for the soul, but. it .is darned
hard on one's reputation." Learn
what this means by seeing irhe
Patsy on Dec. 22nd.
NOTICE 1
The Young People Missio aryiln
Society will sell home made c dy
December 22nd and 23rd at the
Bank of Marshall County. 1
nt ceipts 8,000; active 150'25c high-
a- er,
 top $8.65; bulk 160 to 190
pounds $8.35@8.50; 190 pounds
up $8.500 8.60; 130 to 150 pound
averages $8e8.25; 90 to 130
pound pigs $7.25q18; packing
sows $7.34 7.40.
Cattle — Receipts 2,200; calves
1,000; steers and fat butcher
yearlings slow; indications lower
vealers 250i 50c higher at $15 and
15.25; other classes steady; most
cows $6.50(a 8; low cutters large-
ly $4.755; bulk medium bulls
$6.500 7.50.
Sheep — Receipts 1,000; fat
lambs strong; run mostly med-
ium; bulk sales and packer top
$13.25; few lots to butchers $14,
out of line; two decks westerns
unsold; fat ewes steady; best of-
ferings $6.
The Paducah Branch of the In-
ternational Shoe Co., has reached
peak production since its opening
eight years ago. From 8,700 to
9,000 pairs of shoes are turned
out daily by about 960 employees,
the Paducah Sun says. The Ash-
land Indepenndent reports that
the plant of the Selby Shoe Co.,
opened in that city in 1909, has
a capacity of about 2.000 uppers
a day and now employs more than
200 operatives.
Have Your lOof Locked--
We Have Th4 Key
.More thaii 5,000 squares of Arro-
Locks applied ovOr old wood shingles in
this county. Ask the pepole who have one.
There probably is one on .your
neighbors house. Listen to those rather
n the man who is interested in selling
y u something el
Arro-Loc is the first shingle ap-
plied over old wo d shingles and has giv-
en absolute satis action, from the first
roof put on over ix years ago. It is not
an experiment bu an assured success.
Let us m4ke you an estimate on
• your roof. We have the trained labor to
apply them. A good shingle and good
workmanship equal a good roof.
The Reidland girls' basketball
team, regional champs last year,
hung up their third consecutive
victory of the season Friday
night in the Reidland gymnasium
when they defeated the Calvert
City quintet undefeated prior to
last night by a score of 15 to 11.
The Calvert City five annexed
the lead at the start of the
game, but were soon overtaken
by the Reidland team • and al-
though the game was hard fought
throughout, the Reidlanders held
on to their advantage until the
end.
In the second game of the card
the Calvert City boy's team e-
merged•victorious over the strong
Lowes five'in a close contest by
a score of 26 to 20. The Lowes
quintet led their opponents of the
first half, but succumbed to the
superior work of the Calvert City
lads in the second half. •
The Concord team from Callo-
way county smeared the Benton
boys 20 to 8 in a game at the
local tobacco barn Friday night.
The loials weie no-match for the
fast traveling Calloway quintet
and never threatened a victory.
FARMER BUILDS HOG
HOUSES FROM STRAW
A hog house, plan was devised
by W. J. Foster and County
Agent J,. N. McClure of Daviess
county whereby straw is used as
the basic material. notes Circu-
lar No. 211, "A Profitable Plan
in Producing Pork," published
by the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Several straw hog houses were
built on the Foster farm at a
cost of $8,50 each. The size. was
6 by 8 feet, but the dimensions
could vary as required.
The Foster-McClure plan in-
volves the setting of posts, on
each side of which fencing wire
is stapled. Between the two strips
of wire straw is tramped.
A door may be made of lumber
and hinged to a post, or a bur-
AS THE REINDEER TOLD IT
By Marjorie Towe Dixon
FARM INVENTORY, (Continued from Page 2 See- 31
[ .
I lege of Agriculttire of the Uniks We all danc
ed round and
ersity of Kentucky to guard a-' round milking
 music with our
gainst the temptation to show pa- 
_
1 per profits or losses, in. balanc-,
1 bells in our , joy at starting off
; for another Christmas."
in 
fii,nodrnai ing up their books and in makingi
a b.olu)tid the': l• I unnodiseer
, their annual inventory. The farm 
out
management department of the rtird?" asked the child persistent-
college is striving to encourage }Y• •
better business methods on The reindeer drew himself up
farms. In a statement regarding proudly. "We have to consider
an annual inventory at the first our dignity." he said. "We have
of the year, the department says: only one qquestion a year. It
"In taking a farm inventory wouldn't he dignified to
 ask more.
great care should be exercised in The child s
tirred uneasily and
determining proper values of the awoke. "Only 
one question a
different parts of the business. year",— he sighed
,—"it centainly
Improper values will be mislead- wouldn't do me."
ing and may show a paper profit What is the only animal that
is good to eat before it is born
and also , after it is dead? See
The Patsy and find out.
Farmers are urged by the .rol-, 
One Question a Year •
or loss when the reverse is true.
The purpose of the inventory is
to give a true and accurate state-
ment of conditions.
"Values placed on breeding an-
imals, milk cows, horses and
mules, and other animals kept
from year to year should not be
influenced by present market
prices. These should be valued at
conservative prices which one
might expect to receive or pay
for such- animal under normal
conditions. Age, usefulnese and
merits of the animal should be
taken into consideration in arriv-
ing at these values.
"Animals held or , raised for
sale should be values at the pre-
sent market price at the time the
inventory is taken less hte cost of
marketing.
"Crops held for sale shoo,ld be
valued at present market prices
at the time the inventory is tak-
en less the cost of marketing. All
crops held for feeding purposes
should be valued at conservative , All
normal prices and should not be  
influenced by changing market
conditions. All purchased feed
end supplies should be valued at
cost price plus cost of hauling
to the farm.
"One should exereiei judgment
in determining values and should
be consistent from year t yoear."
--• 
Do you enjoy a knock-out?
Then see The Patsy. It is a real
lap cloth may, be suspended over knock-out.
the opening, the latter being used The Commercial Bank of dray-
by Mr. Foster, son will finance a junior [4-H
The house is 4 1-2 feet high on sheep club in Carter county.
one -side and 3 feet on the other.
It is covered with a metal roof —
nailed to a wooden frame. The'
roof and frame are detachable, so
that the house may be torn down
in the spring, but the roof used
again the following winter, or for
shade in summer.
Farmers not well equipped with
stock protection during winter
would find the straw hog house
well worth while. They could be
built on many farms without
spending a cent, and serve to
help keep hogs through the win-
ter in good condition.
For dal market prices on all
kinds of , .ttle, hogs, sheep and
veal.. Call Fred Ittsworth, Slearpe
exchange or, address Little Cy-
press, Ky., R. 1. tfc
Calf Championship Pasta Well
Eleven hundred dollars for a
fat calf! That is what Julian
Price Bourne, 17 year old Gar
raid county, Ky., 9-H cli boy
received for the calf that wqn the
grand championship of the
annual fat stock show at
ville. His 10 months old A,gus
calf sold to the Feild Packing
Company of Owensboro for $1.20
a pound, or $852. Prizes on the
calf totaled more than $250. Ju-
lian also t won the grand cham
pionship of the Louisville show,
last year. The Garrard county 4-11
calf club of which he is a mem-
ber for the last four years woe
the carload grand championship'
of the show. Their calves sold'
for $19.05 per hundrer this year,
returning handsome profits. Four
hundred and fifty 4-H club boys
sent nearly 500 fat calves to the
show, where they won $4,000 in
prizes, and sold their animals for
good profits. The calf club work,
conducted by colinty agents and
the College of Agriculture of the
University of Kentucky, interests
boys and ,girls in farm life,
teaches the production of good
beef cattle, and returns a finan-
cial profit.
Are you trying to win a loving
cup? See how Patsy dies it.
Fine particles of sand and dirt
flying through the air during the
dust storms common to parts of
the west, often generate electric
current. Measurements with the
aid of a radio antenna wire and
spherical electrodes indicated po-
tentials of over 40,000 volts.
The Wickliffe Yoeman reports
that prospects are excellent for
establishment of a milk conden-
i sery in Ballard county in the emir
, future,
Tribune ADS bring results.
ELECTIZ1C lighting — two men
at e cost of $150.00 can have all
.onvenieness of electricity with
Defeo light.. L. A. McKee!, Mur-
ray, kk.
WANTED TO BUY mils, hogs,
beef cattle, Mulch cows, snything
in the live stock line. Phone
Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
Vaughn, Benton R. 6. tf
sold. Phone Jamie
Sharpe Exchange or addre
ton, Ky. Route 6.
WANTED — Milling
highest market price paid
Milling Co., Benton, Ky.
FOR SALE — Cheap, hue
heater, .E  
Vance,
 onl By used 
Benton 
Ke wyi nR.
WANTED -- Ambitious
trious person to introdi
supply the demand for R
Household Products in a
county. Make sales of
$600 a month oar %etre.
Methods get business.
where. No selling experio
quired. We supply p,
sales and advertising lit
and service methods, eve
you need. Profits increas'
month. Loweet prices; best
most compl te service. ,
Rawleigh Co., Dept. KY12;
port, Ill.
escription fo
PE, FLU, DI
FEVER A:'
ALARIA.
Is the germs.
Price 35d per bottle. 4S
Nelsoa-Fora Drug
B. A LLENSWOt
Attorney-at-Law
Paducah. Ky.
General Pr ctice in Mc
A d Marshall /
Office, City National Ban
Still On Tftc Job!
Let Turnbow repair that watch righ
brug Store. Also clock and
repairine. Phonographs and mu
't 2, in..truments repaired. Prices reaeorra
E. M. TURNBOW
STROW DRUG (7(:
You have been blessed by this great wave of happiness that 1
-swept over the land at Christ mas 'time. we hope, won't fo
There are many whose hearts hunger for the sound of a "Me
Christmas", and whose bodies hunger for nourishing food
warmth.
Make a memorial Christmas for tbeie• people in your corn
ity by contributing money, fool, clothing or your servic
spreading cheer. Do this and your lieart strings Will vib
with the true spirit of Christmas.
It is not necessary for formal organization. If you kn.,
some poor family that needs help mvke your own Chri
happier and theirs the happiest by appointing yourself a
mittee of one to* do some Christmas kindness for them.
nd to Agriculture and Education"
Resources over $400,000.00
Pres. B. L Trevathan, Ca
Vice-Pres.. J. E. Cross, Asst. Ca,
